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EDITORIAL 

The school magazine has a very important role in the 
school community and within our own personal lives. 
It is a chronicle of our time to be used now and, very 
importantly, in the future. It is perhaps, in the future 
that the full significance becomes known. 

A magazine provides an historical record for that 
year; and also gives a record of the times. It reflects 
social attitudes and behaviour. Perhaps this can be 
clearly illustrated by photographs - hairstyles, 
hemlines being noticeable indicators of attitudes and 
behaviour. The quality, quantity and tone of articles, 
written or pictorial, provide subtle indicators of spirit 
within the school. 

The school magazine is an instrument of much 
reminiscing in the future for all students. In many 
ways it may be more important to those students who 
are leaving. They may not see many of their 
companions again and certainly the closeness of the 
school community and associated relationships will 
never be duplicated. 

As you will have noticed by now the magazine this 
year is different in some ways than other years. We 
have tried to introduce sections in which expressions 
are possible, along with the conventional records. 

The student creativity and enthusiasm has been 
terrific. To those who have helped on the committee, 
a very sincere thankyou. Hopefully, in the future a 
senior student can take over the role of editor. 

Miss E . Dwyer 
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KALORI- MESSAGE STICK 

These are round or flat sticks in which the aborigines 
cut a series of lines, niches and dots in an endless 
variety of patterns. The pattern is not a form of 
writing, but the stick is a symbol possessing signifi
cance that is understood by both sender and receiver. 
Some of the markings may serve as a reminder to the 
messenger who carries a stick from one local group to 
another or to another tribe; he delivers the message 
orally, and the stick is a guarantee that he is telling 
the truth. 
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Girls Athletic Squad. 

Athletic Champions. 

Boys Athletic Squad. 
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It is my pleasure to be able to report on the life and 
activities of Marist Regional College for 1982. I thank 
God for the way in which this school has been blessed 
during this year. We work under the name of 
"Marist" which means "Of Mary" . We look upon 
Mary as an example to follow. Taking an expression 
from the Marist Constitutions we endeavour "to live 
the Gospel as Mary did". This is not spoken of so 
explicitly perhaps but in reality that Marian Spirit is 
truly present in this school. 

School Patron- His Grace Archbishop Sir 
Guilford Young 

His Grace, Sir Guilford, is our College Patron. On 
behalf of all at Marist I would like to thank His Grace 
for his constant support and ever present interest in 
Marist Regional College . We had the privilege of two 
visits from His Grace during the year. On both 
occasions he offered Mass for the whole school 
community . I felt very proud of the students for the 
way in which they responded to the solemnity and 
prayerfulness of the occasions . 

Enrolments 

The total enrolment at Marist this year remained 
fairly static at approximately 620. The school has a 
three stream Year 6 group, four streams from Years 
7 - 10, two class groups in Year 11 and one Year 12 
class group. The H.S.C. numbers have been disap. 
pointing . This year there were only 60 students in the 
Higher School Certificate section of the school. 
During the last two years the school has made every 
effort to meet the needs of students with the Higher 
School Certificate courses offered. 
Last year Computer Studies was introduced . This 
year we introduced a Secretarial Studies course. This 
seems to have suited girls very well. To offer a more 
practical type of course specially suiting boys a "pre
vocational" style course will be offered in 1983 
including Metalwork, Woodwork, English and Math
ematics as well as Religious Education. From present 
indications next year's Year 11 intake will be con
siderably higher than it was this year. 

Staff 

A number of new people joined the staff at the 
beginning of this year. Sr Gabriel Perversi was 
appointed Deputy Principal to replace Sr Carmel 
O'Dwyer who was transferred to the position of 
Principal of Sacred Heart College, Geelong. Fr John 
Burke replaced Fr Tony Corcoran on the teaching 
staff and as Superior of the Marist School Com
munity. Mr Richard Lakeland was appointed as 
Sports Master. Other new staff were Mrs Muriel 
Browning, Mr Geoff Franklin, Br Terry Garrett, Ms 
Sue Gray, Mr Michael McKeown, Br Gerard Moore, 
Mrs Elizabeth Teehan, Mrs Sue Viney. Those who left 
the staff at the end of 1981 were Mr Alex Balbi, Sr 
Carmel O'Dwyer, Fr Ray Chapman, Fr Tony 
Corcoran, Mr Neil Duggan, Mr Tony Fakineos, Mr 
Kevin Madden, Mrs Deris Wood. At the end of July 
this year, Fr Geoff Till went overseas on study leave. 
His place has been taken on the staff by Mr Gordon 
Millar. 

I would like to thank the staff for their tremendous 
service to the school and its students. Each has given 
something special which no one else can give. As a 
group the staff show a very deep concern for the 
students and their welfare. By staff I mean the 
complete staff including every person who works in 
any way for the good of the school and its students. I 
am personally grateful to all staff members for their 
loyalty and support. 

Sister Gabriel Perversi 

In mid October we received the sad news that Sister 
Gabriel had been appointed as Principal of St 
Joseph's College, Mildura. While we congratulate 
Sister on her appointment to this important position, 
we are very sad to be losing her from the staff. In the 
time she has been with us she has endeared herself to 
staff and students alike. She will certainly be missed 
very much, indeed. I would like to thank Sister 
Gabriel for all that she has given of herself to Marist 
Regional College, its students, families and staff. I 
would like to thank her for the assistance and support 
that she has given to me in her position as Deputy 
Principal. I would also like to wish Sister every 
happiness and success in her new position at Mildura. 
Sister Gabriel will be replaced on the staff by Sister 
Joan Thomas as Deputy Principal. 
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Sister Aileen Moloney 

Sister Aileen finishes her term of office as Superior of 
the Burnie Community of the Sisters of Mercy at the 
end of this year and therefore will be transferred 
from Burnie. The school community appreciates very 
much the work that Sister Aileen has done for 
Catholic Education in Burnie. On behalf of all I thank 
her and wish her every success with her study leave 
programme for 1983. 

FrGeoffTlll 

I would like to make special mention of Father Geoff 
Till. I believe he has made a very special contribution 
to education in Burnie. 
He was first appointed to the staff of Marist College in 
1961. All told he had been on the staff for 14 years. 
Think Father Till, think Music, but also think 
patience, gentleness, simplicity and the many 
qualities which have endeared him to us. I would like 
to thank Father Till for the generous gift of himself to 
this community. We are greatly in his debt. 

Board of management 

I am very grateful to the Board of Management for its 
support and service to the school. It plays a special 
role in the business and financial management of the 
school. However the interests of the Board members 
are much wider than that. Each member is vitally 
interested in every aspect of the school. I value 
greatly the advice and support of the Board of 
Management. The Board meets monthly on the 
second Tuesday evening. The 1982 membership is as 
follows: - Mr Michael McMahon appointed by the 
Archbishop, and Chairman for 1982; Sr Gabriel and 
myself representing the Mercy Sisters and the Marist 
Fathers; Staff representatives, Fr John Burke and 
Mr Peter Bevilacqua; Parents' and Friends' rep
resentatives, Mr Jim Probert, Mrs Maureen 
Redmond and Mrs Geraldine Treloggen; the Parish 
priests of the region, Fr Jim Bishop, Fr Peter 
Nicholls and Fr Ray Wells. I would like to thank each 
Board member for the assistance given to the school 
through the Board this year. 
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Parents and Friends Association 

The Parents and Friends Association continues to 
exercise an important influence in the school. 
Although at times numbers attending meetings have 
been disappointing the monthly Parents and Friends 
meeting continues to be a place where parents can 
contact school and school representatives can meet 
with parents. To me this is the number one value of 
the Parents and Friends Association. In addition the 
Parents and Friends Association always finds ways to 
help the school financially . Funds this year have been 
raised through the Annual College Fair with an 
associated raffle, a Dinner Dance and by catering for 
functions. I would like to thank all who have been 
involved with the Parent and Friends Association in 
any way. In particular I would like to thank the 
president, Mr Jim Probert, the Secretary, Mrs Aileen 
Forrest, the Treasurer, Mr Bruce Clark for being the 
principal office bearers for the last 2 years. 

Improvements 

During 1982 a number of improvements have been 
made to the school facilities. 
A small class room was built at the Junior School, 
especially for remedial and small class groups. 
Toilets were built to serve the Assembly Hall. 
A covered way was provided from the canteen area to 
the Assembly Hall, Science Block, Woodwork and 
Metalwork area. An additional small room was 
provided in the music area. A common room was 
provided for Year 11 and 12 students. A pathway was 
built from the Junior School to Futuna Avenue and 
improvements were made to the driveway and 
parking areas at the Junior School. Work was begun 
on refurbishing the metalwork/technology area. This 
project will be completed over the Christmas va
cation. Quite a deal of work has been done on the 
grounds during the year, top dressing and improving 
the standard of the playing surfaces. Brother Terry 
Garrett has adapted the old pavilion building and 
converted it to a very good storage space for the Sport 
and Physical Education equipment. 

Academic Programme 

Once again we were pleased with the high standard of 
the result in the 1981 School Certificate and Higher 
School Certificate examinations. 
This year brought new Matriculation rules. Basically 
it is a six subject requirement for matriculation - 4 
at Level Ill standard plus two other subjects which 
may be taken at a lower standard. The real force of 
the new matriculation requirements is that normally 
it will demand two years of study to obtain matricu
lation status. 
I am convinced that the school offers a good range of 
subjects in the curriculum, both academic and 
practical. However the curriculum has to be con
stantly under review to ensure that it continues to 
meet the needs of our students. We have been happy 
with the Secretarial Studies course introduced into 
Year 11 this year. 
It has been evaluated and suggestions made to 
improve it for next year. 

AGENTS FOR: 
HELENA RUBINSTEIN AND MAX FACTOR 
COSMETICS 



It is hoped that the "pre-vocational" type course 
planned for next year will meet a need for some (boys 
especially) who wish to have another year at school 
but do not wish to study for Matriculation to 
University. Last year's success with Multiculture 
study indicated that it should be kept as part of the 
curriculum. 
Once again a special programme was offered to Year 
9 students. One group took part in a Multicultural trip 
to Melbourne while the rest of Year 9 had a special 3 
day multicultural programme run within the school. 
I would like to thank Ms Gray, Sister Gabriel and all 
associated with the Multicultural Programme. 
Mrs Denise Brown has continued her very valuable 
work identifying learning difficulties and setting up 
special programmes to assist students . She has been 
joined this year by Mrs Bet Tehan and together they 
have been able to offer special programmes for those 
who need assistance in both English and Mathemat
ics. The special assistance programmes concentrate 
on students in Year 6 and 7. 

Transition Education 

The Transition Education programme continues to 
run very satisfactorily. Mr Peter Bevilacqua has 
assumed the responsibility for the programme this 
year. 
The object of the programme is to prepare students 
better for the transition from Marist to the next phase 
of life, whether it be further study, the work force or 
simply living a fulfilling and happy life. Part of the 
programme is run in conjunction with the Year 10 
Social Science programme. It also involves bringing 
in guest speakers on a wide range of topics. Careers 
advising and the Year 10 Work Experience Week is 
also a very important part of the Total Transition 
Education Programme. Some year 11 students were 
able to be included in the Work Experience Pro
gramme this year. 
I would like to thank Mr Peter Bevilacqua very much 
for his work in the field of Transition Education. 

Christian Life of the School 

Here we touch on the very purpose of a school like 
Marist Regional College. A Catholic school like 
Marist exists because of the depth of faith of this 
Community and the depth of faith of the families who 
support the school. It is a faith in Jesus Christ and an 
acceptance of the Gospel and its values as lived out 
and preached by Jesus. 
As I see it this Christian character of the school has 
two dimensions. I hope that the students of this school 
learn about Christianity in the Catholic tradition 
through what they are taught. As I see it, there is a 
very adequate Religious Education programme run
ning in the school. 
Each student participates in the Religious Education 
programme as part of the core curriculum . The other 
even more important aspect I believe is the oppor
tunity to live Christianity with a community which 
declares itself as being Christian and modelled on 
Christ. To me that is where the big challenge lies. 
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This is where students are really influenced. I believe 
that students are influenced more by the ways of their 
teachers than by their words . When it comes to 
learning values, teachers and parents teach much 
more by what they do than by what they say. 
That is a challenge to us. As I see it Christianity is 
lived out at Marist and through that living out 
students imbibe Gospel values. However as a school 
community we have to be constantly on our guard lest 
the quality of that Christian life of the school be 
diminished. 
One of the highlights of Christian living within this 
school is coming together as a complete school 
community for Mass. Unfortunately we do not have a 
chapel which will hold the total school. The Assembly 
hall however suits quite well . Our normal practice has 
been to have two school Masses per term. This year 
I have been very pleased with the prayerfulness of the 
occasions and the way in which all have shared the 
experience of praying together. 
For me it speaks clearly about the quality of the 
Christian life we share at Marist Regional College. 

School Spirit and Leadership 

I have been at Marist long enough to be biased, I 
suppose. Even taking that into account, I still think 
one of the outstanding features of the school is the 
openness and ease of relationship between students 
and staff. This process is assisted greatly by the 
Student Council. The Student Council system gives an 
opportunity for leadership development as does the 
class captain system. I would like to thank Sister 
Gabriel and Mr Bevilacqua for their assistance to the 
Student Council. My congratulations and thanks go to 
David Benson and Heather Probert our School 
Captains and to Simon Bevilacqua and Sue Alexander 
the Vice Captains for their excellent leadership. 

Singing, Music, Drama 

As has been the custom a large number of students 
took part in the Burnie and Devonport Eisteddfods 
this year and many won prizes and special recog
nition for their talents. The College Choir reached a 
very good standard. 

Our thanks go to Mrs Helen Jones for her work with 
the choir in Terms 1 and 2 and to Mr Gordon Millar for 
taking responsibility for the choir in Term 3. 
Once again the school produced a musical, held in 
July. This year's production was "The King and I". 
The standard was excellent. I would like to thank Mr 
Mark Meehan the producer and all who assisted · in 
any way to make the musical such a success. 
Special congratulations to the principals. I thought 
their performances were oustanding. Congratulations 
to Father Till too. Fittingly enough his last week in 
the school found him deeply involved in "The King 
and I" as Musical Director. 

LEO SHEEHAN'S NORTH WEST MOWERS 
79 Mount Street, BURNIE - Telephone: 31 4886 

After Hours - Ridgley 35 7425 
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Social Activities 

A number of socials have been organised very 
successfully by the Student Council this year. I think 
they have shown considerable imagination and initiat
ive in the way in which socials have been run . 
Consequently the socials have been well supported by 
the students and have been most enjoyable. 
The College Ball for Years 10, 11 and 12 was held at 
the end of Term 2 at the Civic Centre . It was a great 
success . I would like to thank the Physical Education 
staff for organising the dancing instructions and I 
would like to thank Sister Gabriel and senior students 
for organising and preparing the hall. 

Sport and Physical Education 

The school continues to offer a very good physical 
education programme and a wide range of sports . The 
boys competed in the Independent Schools' Sports 
Competitions in cricket, swimming, football and 
athletics; the girls competed in swimming and 
athletics. Physical Education Studies has been intro
duced this year as an elective subject in Year 9. This 
will carry through to Year 10 next year. Many 
students competed in the various sporting compe
titions on Saturday mornings. A lot of assistance is 
given to our students by parents, ex-students and 
lovers of sport. 
I would like to thank each person who has assisted the 
school sport programme in any way. Very special 
thanks to Mr Richard Lakeland and Miss Elizabeth 
Dwyer as the people in charge of the Sport and 
Physical Education Department. 

H.S.C. Parent Student Evening 

In mid-October an evening was set aside for a 
Thanksgiving Mass and Supper Social for H.S.C . 
students and their parents. The response was excel
lent. 
Everyone who attended appeared to enjoy the even
ing very much. I was personally delighted to be able 
to offer the Mass of Thanksgiving and offer hos
pitality to students, parents and staff in recognition 
for what they have done for the school. I propose to 
make this a yearly event. 

Completion of Days at Marist 

This year marks the end of a phase for approximately 
100 students from Years 10, 11 and 12. At the end of the 
year they leave the College to begin again. 
I hope they can look back at their Marist days with a 
sense of satisfaction, achievement and pride . My 
prayer goes with them. I pray that they will be ever 
conscious of the hand of God guiding their destinies. 
I pray that they will endeavour at all times to live 
according to the Gospel of Jesus Christ and after the 
example of Mary under whose name they have been 
educated. 
My best wishes go with them that they will experience 
deeply happy and fulfilling lives . 
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It is unusual to be Deputy Principal of a College for so 
short a time. It is equally unusual to become so close 
to people fn a few months, and to receive such 
acceptance and warmth from the parents, students 
and Staff of Burnie. There is a wonderful spirit here 
at Marist. It is only coincidence that the College is 
situated on a high level geographically or is it 
symbolic . 

It has saddened me greatly to know that I must leave, 
but, I would like to make a public acknowledgment of 
all those ways, large and small, that you have made 
me love my year here, in spite of the difficult 
adjustments I have made. 
One final comment: In any Principal's report, we 
read of all the positive contributions everyone has 
made to the life of the College, yet no group can 
operate fruitfully and happily without a leadership 
which is sincere, cheerful, just, affirming and 
faithfilled. 
Father Reynolds gives that quality of leadership to 
our College. Few would realize the demands made on 
the time and strength of a devoted school Principal, 
and although his daily contribution is often acknowl
edged by the Staff in casual conversation it seems 
that we should thank him formally for his tremendous 
commitment to the education of the students and to 
the care of Staff and families. 
And while we are thinking of Principals, please 
remember the newly appointed one of St Joseph's 
College, Mildura. 

Nor-West Cleaners Pty Ltd. Samtone Burnie, Wynyard 
Smithton, Rosebery Ctrtjfit.dMosJrrT>r:ydtona 
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STUDENT REPRESENTATIVE COUNCIL 
Back: A. Gora, R. Robertson, P. Viney, A. Catchpole, A. Jones, C. Clarke, J. O'Rourke, J. Bloomfield. Middle: 
Mr. P. Bevilacqua, M. Hensby, S. Freeman, M. Lean, T. Bevilacqua, K. French, D. Huang. Front: M. Ahearn, K. Davey, 

G. O'Donnell, S. Bevilacqua, H. Prober!, D. Benson, S. Alexander, A. Flack, Sr. Gabriel. 

Miss Staunton , Mrs. Lean and Mrs. Whiteroad. 
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THE CHEMIST NEXT TO COLES 
Telephone : 31 2506 

Fr. Till looking worried. 

Wilson Street, BURNIE 
P.O. Box 774, 

BURNIE, Tasmania 7320 
You can receive expert advice from Adrian Hayward on Vitamins, Nutrition and Diet 
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1982 STUDENT COUNCIL REPORT 

At the Inaugural Mass on Thursday 25th of February, 
23 students from Years 10, 11 and 12 were introduced 
to the school and read their pledge to serve the 
College as Leaders for 1982. Many parents attended, 
and the Mass and following morning tea was a most 
enjoyable and memorable occasion. 

Student Council meetings were held every second 
Tuesday in the month. Most of the organisation of 
activities and discussion of feedback from classes 
occurred at these meetings. Each Councillor had a 
class group and the Student Council provided a link 
between staff and students. 

Motions which were presented at the meetings were 
discussed, voted on and if passed forwarded to the 
Executive. Many motions led to improvements in the 
school while some such as "can we have pink socks" 
and "can we have hats" were met with "you've got to 
be joking?", and provided some very light-hearted 
moments. Others such as the suggestion by one year 
7 class to have their teacher (who for obvious reasons 
will remain nameless) sacked was not passed! 

The emphasis this year by the Student Council has 
been on motivating school spirit and unity through 
participation and involvement. We have held three 
highly successful socials for years 9-12 and a year 7 
social and all who attended had a great time. Fund 
raising activities such as casual clothes days and 
tuckshops showed good participation and school 
spirit. All members enjoyed organising activities and 
funds were quickly utilised by providing the Junior 
School with a trampoline and having trees planted 
around the school. Thanks must be extended to the 
Parents and Friends' Association who also substan
tially contributed to the building of a pit for the 
trampoline. 

The Student Council continued to support a Foster 
child this year and presented cheques to Lynette 
Anderson and Amanda Berridge who represented the 
College at the Pacific Games in Brisbane. 

One of the more "arduous tasks" of the Student 
Council was "Canteen Roster" . Each day two council
lors were in charge of keeping order in this area on a 
roster basis. To the physically "smaller" council 
members, suggestions on how to remove aQd quieten 
some Year 10 giants would be greatly appreciated! 
Morning assembly on Wednesday was an area in 
which members gained self confidence in speaking 
before a large group by leading the school in prayer 
and making the announcements for the day. 

This year has been a highly successful one for the 
Student Council from all aspects. Members have 
gained experience in organisational activities and 
speaking in public. One of the more worthwhile facets 
has been the establishment of a good relationship 
between the junior students, helping them to realise 
we are just like them only 'bigger' and we really care. 
I feel that all members should be proud of their efforts 
this year and I sincerely hope each has gained as 
much as I have from being on the Student Council. 
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Special thanks must go to Sister Gabriel and Mr 
Bevilacqua for their presence at meetings and to Fr 
Reynolds and the Executive for all their help in every 
area and to each member for the contribution they 
have made to the school, in helping increase school 
spirit and unity. 
I sincerely hope next year's Student Council has as 
successful and rewarding year as I feel this year's 
Student Council has had. 

Heather Probert 
Girl Captain 

Year 7's admiring Art and Craft display. 

A worried look Jacqui Fletcher. 

"Black and White" staff. 

55 PELISSIER STREET, SOMERSET 
Phone351511 



GRADE 12 Teacher: Mrs I. Llm 
Front Row : (L toR): Anne Flack, Michelle Dean, Beth Crough, Joanne Sides, Angela Neilson, Sue Alexander. Second Row : Mark Fleming, 
Heather Probert , Alison Noble, Annette Gora, Carmel Lavery, David Huang. Third Row: Simon Bevilacqua, Phillip Duff, Andrew Catchpole, 

Gary Shiell, David Benson, Robert Jordan. 

Exchange student Buffy Burton chatting with Mark Hensby 
backstage at the 'King & I' . 
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SPECIAL AWARDS 1982 

The Marist Fathers Prize for School Leadership . . .. 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . David Benson 
The Sisters of Mercy Prize for School Leadership .. 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Heather Probert 
The Frank Brady Memorial Prize for Dux of College 
. ..... . .... . . .. .. ... ......... ... .. David Huang 
The W.T. Young Prize for Science .. .. David Huang 
The Neville O'Neill Memorial Prize for Humanities . 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Simon Bevilacqua 
The Lord Jeweller's Public Speaking Award ..... . . 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Kyle Oliver 

Shell Agent Distributors of Petroleum Products 
River Street, Wivenhoe - Phone 31 3022 
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GRADE llF Teacher: G. C. Franklin 
Front Row: (L toR) : Kristen Davey, Natalie Diprose, Athlene Donnelly, Venessa Clark, Bridget Darragh, Mandy Churchill, Elizabeth Dwyer, 
Margaret Ahearn. Second Row: Mark Hensby, Martin Crisp, Michelle Bourke, Chree Clarke, Paul Benson, Bernard Kirkpatrick, Justina Boyd, 

Dianne Anderson. Third Row: David Cooley, Andrew Jones, David Berechree, Colin Bligh, Charles Hannavy . 

GRADE UG Teacher: Mrs Dlllys Goninon 
Front Row: (L toR ): Shann Young, Denise Green, Sue Jordan, Alison Rigney, Carolyne Morton, Michele Flack, Cassandra Sampson, Buffy 
Burton. Second Row: Michael Mercieca, Gabrielle O'Donnell, Peter Skvaril, Jeremy O'Rourke, Kyle Oliver, David Percy, Kym French, Louise 

Hanson. Third Row: Chris Redmond, Stephen Reid, Rohan Robertson, Tom Podreka . Absent : Michael Fahey, Ann Williams. 
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H.S.C. RENEWAL CAMP 

This year Claytons Rivulet was again the scene for 
the H.S.C. Renewal Camp, much to the pain of any 
locals who were unfortunate enough to have ears. 
Cause of their discomfort has been attributed by some 
to the combination of a tape recorder and a 130 watt 
amplifier. 

Yes, once again sixty-odd people (NOT sixty 'Odd 
People') ventured east of Ulverstone Retirement 
Village in search of truth, spiritual enlightenment and 
mullet. Actually, under the guidance of Fr. Bill 
Attard, Sr. Margaret O'Connor and Mark Lang (to all 
of whom, many thanks), the camp turned out to be a 
source of tall stories (fishy tales? (tails??)) a den of 
vice (lice?) and an epic in the history of mullet
catching. 

One out of three ain't bad!! 

This year's renewal camp, as a spiritual exploit, has 
been likened to a brief version of 'The Quest of the 
Holy Grail,' that's the Monty Python version! 

Musical talent centred around Bernard Kirkpatrick, 
Ann Williams, Fr. Bill and 'Bone Jones and the 
Deadbeats', a tremendously talented group of highly 
trained musicians and singers who stunned the 
audience with an almost live version of 'She drives 
me crazy!' The role of Fool was capably filled by 
Martin Spud, Mobile-Philosopher by Kyle Oliver and 
Krishna was cleverly impersonated by the inimitable 
Weed . Weed also played Ringo Starr, Paul 
McCartney, George Harrison, John Lennon and also a 
lamp-post, a piece of string and a tall tree. 

The nocturnal activities of the female members of the 
party are best left unexplained, sufficient to say that 
while some slept lightly on Sheridan sheets, others 
went right through the bunks. 

Many thanks to the staff members who made sure 
events proceeded no further than this (say, to black 
peppers in people's beds, perhaps), as well as 
performing all the duties associated with planning 
and running a camp on this scale. 

I am sure that many of the students found this year's 
camp a spiritually, mentally and physically broaden
ing experience, as shown in the participation in 
discussions on personal development and sharing, 
human rights and values. Highlight of the spiritual 
area of the camp was a Eucharistic Celebration 
prepared entirely by groups of students, while some 
amusement was supplied by a session in which 
personal comments were recorded on each student. 

Due to the influence of this camp, the bond formed 
between the three Matric classes has been stronger 
this year than in any previous years. 

Thank you Mr Geoff Franklin, Mrs Irene Lim, Mrs 
Dillys Goninon, Sr Gabriel Perversi and Mr Peter 
Bevilacqua. 

Andrew Catchpole. 

This page comes to you with the compliments of 

GREY'S SPORTS & LEISURE 

V. Clark, C. Clarke, J. Boyd, K. Davey. 

P. Benson, R. Robertson, G. Shiell, D. Benson, A. Catchpole 

7 Wilson Street, 
BURN lE 
Phone 31 4713 

All Sporting & Leisure Requirements for the 
Family, Clubs, Schools, etc. 
Sales and Service 
Laybys accepted, also Bankcard 
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MISSION ACTIVITIES 

Sad to say, we have had no visits from any foreign 
missionaries this year. But our interest in spreading 
the Gospel in foreign lands is still as high as ever, 
even though the economic recession has adversely 
affected our collections. 

Early in the year we gave $100 to Fr Hopkinson who 
was returning to his work in Mexico. 

In August we were able to send $200 to the Columban 
Fathers, who sent our donation on to Fr Woodruff, an 
ex-student working in Peru. 

And our Annual contribution to the Propagation of the 
Faith will be about $400, our highest donation to date. 

Sister Eamon, a Sister of Mercy working in New 
Guinea, sent us a letter thanking us for our help over 
the years, and enclosed a photo of a new statue of Our 
Lady that they had bought with our donations. 

THANKSGIVING MASS 

On October 14, Years 11 and 12 students with their 
parents attended a Mass of Thanksgiving offered by 
our Principal Fr. G. Reynolds. 

This was a way of thanking God for family, friends, 
school and all that life has brought so far. 

Father spoke of the importance of a positive view 
towards life, and of a steady perseverance in our 
fidelity to values learnt so far. 

Several students were involved in the Music, Read
ings and Prayers. Two younger students Jane 
Treloggen and Lyndie Butler performed a liturgical 
movement as a reflection after Communion, to the 
song "All good gifts" from Godspell. 

After Mass all danced and talked before enjoying an 
excellent supper prepared by the Parents and 
Friends' Association and provided by the College. 

We will remember this night as one of those special 
occasions. 

Andrew Hewitt, Grade 6, seems full of spirit on the trampoline. He is 
one of seventy students who were confirmed by Archbishop Guildford 

Young on June 27 this year. 

CONFIRMATION 

Students prepared well and were able to participate 
fully in the Confirmation Mass. 

The Civic Centre was a colourful sight with the many 
posters, photos of students and tongues of fire on 
which were written the names of each student. 

Next day, Archbishop Young came for a College 
Mass, and those confirmed were specially congratu
lated on that "memorable day." 

Preparing for School Mass. 

This page comes to you 
with the compliments of BURNIE NEWSAGENCY 

Newspapers, Magazines, Greeting Cards, 
Stationery, Books 
18 Wilson Street, BUR NI E. Telephone : 31 3513 
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Y.C.S. 

In Marist we have two Young Christian Students 
groups, a Matric group and a Year 9 group. The 
Matric group has 3 members and Fr. Paul Cooney as 
our assistant. The Year 9 group has 12 members with 
Mr M. McKeown as their assistant. 
Y.C.S. is an international movement, whose aim is to 
improve the 'Student World' and make it a pleasant, 
more Christian enviroment to work in. 
This sounds idealistic. In practical terms we see 
situations that are not quite right, and through 
review, questioning, discussion and action try to 
improve the situations. Some examples of what we 
have done this year- improved the Matric Common 
Room which was cold and bare. After adding a few 
chairs and tables and a heater, it is now being used by 
several students. We participated in the Austcare 
Door Knock, and are now discussing the S.P .C. and 
their work. 
There are two State Camps held each year, usually at 
Port Sorell, at which we spend 5 days discussing the 
happenings in the State. Our big hope for next year is 
to increase the interest in Matric . Next year's Grade 
10 group should be a strong group and we have great 
hopes for the new Year 9 group. 
In closing, I must express my thanks to Sister Liz 
Compton who is a National Y.C.S. worker who visited 
us in Tassie in September. She was an inspiration to 
many. Thanks to Jenny Toogood and Christina 
Coombse who work for Tasmanian Y.C.S., their help 
and experience is invaluable. 

Dianne Anderson, Matric Y.C.S. 

Year 9 Report 

As a relatively new group our numbers have been 
increasing gradually . On October 15th a Regional 
Meeting was held at Ulverstone with members from 
Marist Regional College, Don College, Ulverstone and 
a lone Queenstowner. We enjoyed the opportunity to 
meet other students of our age and look forward to 
even more worthwhile activities and events in 1983. 

Tania Fullgrabe/Elizabeth Rigney. 

Y.C.S. 
Front: A. Grzinic, K. Cobanovich, D. Anderson, M. Lord, T. 
Fullgrabe. Centre: S. Dodd, M. O'Toole, M. Duniam, D. Topping, E . 
Rigney, Mr M. McKeown. Back: P . Shepherdson, C. Bligh, T. 

Podreka, D. Mevissen. 

PACIFIC GAMES REPRESENTATIVES 

Marist Regional College gained recognition through 
the individual efforts and dedication of two young 
friends in Year 8. 
Lynette Anderson and Amanda Berridge were chosen 
to represent Tasmania in the Pacific Games held in 
Brisbane in September prior to the Commonwealth 
Games. 

Before her selection in the team Lynette also rep
resented Tasmania at the Australian All-Schools 
Cross Country Titles held in Adelaide on July 31. 
Lynette's selection was never in doubt after she won 
the Under 15 Girls 2000 metres at the Tasmanian 
Titles held earlier at Riverside High School. Her 
successes at school this year included being the Under 
14 Track Champion at the Inter-House Carnival, Year 
8 Girls Cross Country Champion and become the 
record holder for 1500 metres at the Northern 
Independent Schools Athletic Carnival. 

Amanda started the 1982 school year by winning the 
Under 13 Swimming Championship. At the Northern 
Independent Schools' Carnival set a new record in 50 
m backstroke and was a member of the record 
breaking medley relay team. Following on at the 
State Carnival Amanda set new records in the same 
events and also won the 50 m freestyle. Amanda also 
won the Grieve Family Trophy in the Burnie Amateur 
Swimming Club for her best individual performance 
in T.A.S.A. Championships and N.T.A.S.A. Champion
ships. 
Earlier in the swimming season Amanda won the 
State Gold Medal for Backstroke. To gain selection in 
the Pacific Games team she attended the trials in 
Hobart and after being selected travelled to 
Ulverstone each day for training. 

Amanda also holds the State Junior Iron Girl Title in 
the surf and is at present awaiting final selection in 
the State Junior Surf Team. 
To take time out from their individual sports Amanda 
and Lynette belong to the school's top netball and 
softball teams in their age level. 

, totheLBS 
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David Benson, Margaret Ahearn, Paul Benson, Anne Williams. 

Front: Carmel Butterworth, Robyn Backhouse. Back: Patricia Cute, 
Philomena Chong, Joyce Cook, Zorica Cabanovich. 

(L. toR.): Paul Sheperdson, Mark Baker, David French. 

This page comes to you with the compliments of 

YEAR 12 GROUP 
Front row: A. Gora, G. Shiell, M. Flemming, D. Nicholson, A. Noble . 
Second row: P. Duff, J. Sides, S. Alexander, A. Neilson. Centre: Mrs 
I. Lim. Standing: R. Jordan, S. Bevilacqua , A. Catchpole, D. Huang, 

M. Dean, H. Probert. 

COLLEGE BALL 

With a theme of pink blossom the Annual School Ball 
for senior students was held at the Burnie Civic 
Centre. Flowers and streamers covered the archway 
over the entrance to the Ballroom and the blossom 
scene from "The King and I" was a superb backdrop 
for the band. The carnations worn by the boys gave 
the theme its finishing touch, while the colour and 
atmosphere of the evening was only surpassed by the 
beauty girls and their dresses . 
The grand entrance lead by the School Captains, 
Heather Probert and David Benson, began what was 
to be a ball to remember for all students and by the 
large number of staff and their partners who at
tended. 
Congratulations to Year 12, especially Ann Flack and 
Sue Alexander on the excellent decorations and the 
assistance they gave to Sr Gabriel in the organization 
of the evening. 

NORTH WEST GLASS & WINDOWS PTY. LTD. 
Covering the Coast for Glass of all descriptions, 
aluminium windows and doors, shower enclosures, 

mirrors and glass replacement . 
Phone 31 1655 
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(L. toR.): P . Viney, A. Rigney, S. Hanlon, E . Dwyer, B. Kirkpatrick, 
A. Williams, and K. Oliver. 

Mark Baker and Kristen Davey. 

J . Boyd and C. Redmond. K. Dunn and D. Berechree. 

Sister Gabriel with T. Neilson. 

Mark Hensby and Anne.Marie Jones. 

Garry Shiell, Sandra Graves, Jereme O'Rourke, Lisa Parker, 
" Buffy" Burton, Paul Benson. 

Front: Matthew Redmond, Mary Cooney, Gay Conroy, Colin Prouse. 
Back: Rory Hamilton, Kim Schneiders, Kim Speglic , Tim O'Rourke. 

(L. to R .): G. Verril, S. French, M. Schmit, J . Ahearn. 

This page comes to you 
with the compliments of BP SELF SERVE BURNIE 

(Diane and Flemming Christensen, Props.) 
36 North Terrace, BURNIE, Tasmania 7320 Telephone: 31 3797 
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MATHEMATICS 

Mathematics is studied by all students in Years 6-10 
as part of their basic education. Advanced Maths is 
offered as an optional subject in Years 9 and 10, with 
23 studying it in Year 9 and 18 in Year 10. Mathemat
ics may be studied at level 11 or Ill by students in 
H.S.C. 
Many students have taken part in competitions to 
widen their knowledge of Maths this year. The 
competitions consisted of the National Maths Week 
Competition, The Tasmanian Maths Competition and 
The Australian Maths Competition. 

NATIONAL MATHEMATICS WEEK 

A competition was run within the school during 
National Maths Week with a series of daily problems 
set for students of the Junior School, Year 8 and 9 and 
Year 10 and H.S.C. with a book prize at the end of the 
week being awarded to Andrew Bradford, Giovanna 
Christofi and Andrew Hewitt . 

MATHS COMPETITION WINNERS 
Back Row: M. Crisp, T. Bevilacqua , M. Lean, B. Kirkpatrick, D. 
Neilson, D. Berechree, D. Mevissen, M. Grubits, H. Selvadurai, D. 
Huang. Middle: P. Kelly, J. Groom , J. Davey, M. Walker, M. 
Schneiders, T. Neilson, S. Harvey, A. Malone, A. Berridge, T. 
Redmond. Front Row: P . Chong, K. Bennett, S. McKenna , D. 
Mevissen, G. Sykes, A. Parker, T. Malone, T. Bomford, J . Forrest, N. 

Duff. 

Social Science Project. 

AUSTRALIAN MATHEMATICS 
COMPETITION 

Seventy two students from years 7-12 entered the 
competition this year, with a total of forty one 
students winning awards . 
Three students received cash prizes, seventeen re
ceived distinction certificates and twenty one re
ceived credit certificates . 
YEAR 7 PRIZE : Grady Vincent. 
DISTINCTION: Nickolas Gregory, There se 
Redmond, Gina O'Rourke , Jacqueline Bessell, 
Darren Mevissen. 
CREDIT : Carolyn Nickols, Jane Delanty. 
YEAR 8 DISTINCTION : Tracey Bligh, Carole 
Fletcher, Matthew Owen. 
CREDIT: Susan McKenna , Richard Jones, John 
Groom, Amanda Berridge, Paul Kelly. 
YEAR 9 PRIZE : Shane Harvey . 
DISTINCTION: Todd Malone, David Mevissen, 
Andrew Parker, Tony Neilson, Nicholas Duff, Justin 
Forrest. 
CREDIT: Anthony Malone, Keiryn Bennett, Mara 
Schneiders, Graham Sykes, Michelle Walker, Diane 
Riddiford, Timothy Bomford. 
YEAR 10 PRIZE : Denis Neilson. 
DISTINCTION: Michael Grubits , Tim Bevilacqua , 
Michael Lean. 
CREDIT : Philomena Chong, Hiran Selvadurai, Jodie 
Davey. 
YEAR 11 CREDIT: Martin Crisp , Bernard 
Kirkpatrick, David Berechree. 
YEAR 12 CREDIT: David Huang . 

TASMANIAN MATHEMATICS COMPETITION 

Students from Grades 7 to 12 entered the Tasmanian 
Maths Competition. The only student to· win an award 
was Denis Neilson from Grade 10 who received a 
Special Mention for his entry. 

Tony N eilson 
An drew Parker 

ELECTRONICS CLUB 

Early in the third term the Electronics Club was 
formed. We met every Tuesday in the Physics 
Laboratory . After a few weeks we started looking at 
various electronic components and then microproces
sors. We often used the computers during our 
meetings. 
Other activites included stripping old television sets, 
rebuilding record players (etc ) and making our own 
electronic circuits. We learnt all the different colour 
codes and values for resistors and capacitors (etc ). 
On behalf of the club we would like to thank Mr 
Summers and Mr Franklin for giving up their time to 
teach us about electronics and computers. 

Lynton Alderson 
Shane Harvey 

9G 
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FRENCH 

During the year our French teacher Mrs Shears 
allowed us (with a little persuasion) to experience the 
French palate. 
With the total co-operation of the class the following 
was achieved: 

Pate de foie sur le pain grille 
Lettuce soupe 
Croissants 
Crepes et champignons 
Quiche Lorraine et Florentine 
Souffle de chocolat 
Cafe et menthes 
Accompagne by a French vin. 

The meal took place by candlelight with the fragrance 
of fresh flowers and background blues music, inap
propriate for the occasion thanks to someone who 
mislaid our French music. 
We would all like to thank Mrs Woodcock, who 
continues to provide cheerful assistance, and the offer 
of facilities for cooking. This is in spite of a nasty 
encounter with an "escargot" masquerading as a 
"champignon". 
The French class wishes to thank our teacher for the 
amount of time and effort she has devoted to our 
class. 

1982 Year 9 French Class 

Art Students painting sets. 

6W Softball Lesson. 

ART 

Art this year has been a very challenging and 
rewarding subject, in which students can express 
their inner feelings and emotions. 
Our expectations from past years of the art rooms 
were to only express ourselves through drawing and 
painting. This was soon changed by the new vigorous 
Art/Craft programme, which includes printmaking 
(silkscreen, lino cut, etching, etc) painting, drawing 
(chalks, pencil, charcoal, aquella pencil, 
watercolour) pottery, sculpture, weaving, spinning. 
Every student has a chance to excel in his or her 
favourite field. 
Art has also given many students the view point of an 
artist, that is, seeing things just a little clearer again 
(so to speak) than before. 
"I have found myself looking at people's facial 
features and characteristics, much more clearly than 
I had done before." Ruth Mackenzie. 
Future Matric students can look forward to the 
annual "Melbourne Art trip" which includes viewing 
many suburban and City art Galleries, High Schools 
and most importantly, Tertiary School of Art and 
Design. 
The musical as everybody knows is a major event at 
Marist. The Art Department takes much pride in the 
designing and painting of the sets. Many hours of hard 
work are put in by both Art Teachers and students to 
produce spectacular backgrounds. 
The enjoyment gained from Art is obvious by the 
involvement of students. The displays of work around 
the rooms and corridors reflect students' pride of self 
expression. 

Louise O'Donohue 
Ruth Mackenzie 

Year 10 

PHYSICAL EDUCATION 

1982 saw an interesting and varied programme for all 
classes. 
Year 6 had an increase in class time to enable 
students to build up basic skills . 

Year 11 and 12 worked in whole afternoon sessions on 
alternate weeks to allow an improved .recreational 
programme to operate. 
Physical Education Studies was introduced in Year 9 
as an elective subject which will carry over to Year 10 
next year. 
The 7, 8 and 9 programme was based on games and 
games skills with cross country, athletics, swimming 
and fitness activities . As well as these activities Year 
10 was also introduced to squash, bush walking, 
canoeing, weight training and ballroom dancing. 
Year 11 and 12 options covered ice skating, golf, 
squash, horse riding, scuba diving, touch football, 
weight training in conjunction with swimming, ath
letics, and ballroom dancing. 

This page comes to you 
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METALWORK 

Products of today's technology are largely dependent 
upon parts made of metal. 
Metal working is an important industry and employs 
a great number of workers. The value of its finished 
products exceeds that of most other industries . Metal 
is the raw material of this industry and electricity is 
the source of its power. Since so many products are 
made of metal the field of metalworking is very large . 
If one likes to look around we could see m any things 
made from metal, like chairs, tables, fridges, cars, 
boats, planes, tools, parts of buildings, like window 
framing and doors. Did you ever stop to consider how 
these things were made? The answer is that they are 
the products of the skill and co-operation of thousands 
of engineers, technicians and craftsmen who make 
use of metals and other materials. Let's consider the 
motor car. It's a long way from the old model T of 
your grandfather's day. The men who built that car 
were self taught self made mechanics. That time is 
past. Automatic transmissions, high compression 
engines and power brakes could not be manufactured 
without the knowledge of skilled metalworkers. There 
are more than 16,000 precision parts in a car, all of 
these must be made and put together according to a 
certain pattern. It takes the teamwork of designers, 
draftsmen, tool and dye makers, sheetmetal workers, 
foundrymen and welders to make an automobile. 
The student in the metalwork shop will 

(a) gain an understanding of industry. The future of 
Australia is dependant upon the continuing growth of 
this industry. 
(b) acquire hand and machine skills which may be 
used in the home or to earn a living. 
(c) develop safe working habits. Safety is the watch 
word of the true craftsman. 
(d) how to plan, design and construct projects. 

(e) develop a hobby . Many skills you learn in the 
workshop will help in outside activities. 
(f) select appropriate materials for certain jobs. 
(g) live and work with others. 

These are just some of the things which are beneficial 
to the metalwork student. The scope is much too wide 
for us to cover. 

This page is sponsored by 

B. Alexander and B. Watts Year 10 Cooking. 

TECHNOLOGY 

Work in this subject is not regarded as an end in itself 
but as a means to developing some aspect of that 
education towards citizenship, vocational importance 
and self cultivation. 
The emphasis in this subject is on widening and 
varying the experience of the student to enable him to 
deal with aspects of his environment related to 
technology materials, bringing him into contact with 
examples of values and standards in craftmanship 
and challenging him to develop his manipulative and 
problem-solving skills . 
This emphasis calls for each student to develop an 
awareness of the fact that any technical project 
involves the solution of a series of problems; skills in 
handling tools and materials at both the design and 
production stages of the project; the ability to read 
drawings and to prepare them. 
The course is open to both boys and girls and covers 
a wide range of interests without the depth normally 
associated with Woodwork, Metalwork, etc. 

The emphasis in Technology is to experience a range 
out of which a degree of specialisation may uccur. For 
the student to discover his ability in any given area. 
The students work with materials not normally used 
in Metal and Woodwork, such as leather, plastic, 
copper and cover a wide range of activities such as 
bending and moulding plastic, tanning of hides, 
electronic projects, copper beating, leather carving 
etc. 

Commonwealth Banking Corporation 
"Making Money Come To Terms With People" 
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COMMONWEALTH PARLIAMENTARY 
DEBATING SHIELD COMPETITIONS 

The weekend of April 16-17 saw the 1982 P arliamen
tary Debating Shield competitions being held at St 
Patrick's College in Launceston. 

This year Marist College students formed two debat
ing teams to compete . The year 11 debating team 
consisted of: Dianne Anderson, Bernard Kirkpatrick, 
and Kylie Oliver. In the Year 10 debating team were 
Kim Schneiders, Rory Hamilton, and Hiran 
Selvadurai. 
It was a totally new experience for all six students as 
none had ever competed against other private schools 
in this competition. The speeches were longer than 
those experienced within our own college, with 
prepared speeches expected to run for approximately 
8-10 minutes, and 6-8 minutes for impromptu 
speeches. After a few debates, students became more 
relaxed and found speaking for the specified times 
much easier. 

The prepared topic for the year 11 team was "That 
marijuana should be legalised." Marist debated the 
negative side against Scotch-Oakburn College "B" 
team . Marist won this debate. The year 10 debated the 
topic "That there are too many chiefs and not enough 
Indians" with their argument being affirmative, 
against St Patrick's team "B". They won this 
prepared debate. 

SENIOR DEBATING TEAM 
Front Row: H. Selvadurai, R. Hamilton. Back Row: B. Kirkpatrick, 

D. Anderson, K. Oliver. Absent: K. Schneiders. 

Impromptu debates: The topic was released and each 
team was allowed 1 hour to prepare for the debate. 
The year 11 team took negative side in all but one of 
the debates. The topics debated were: "That she ' ll be 
right" against Launceston Grammar, and "That 
kangaroo meat is fit for human consumption" against 
Marian College . The standard of the debates was very 
high overall, and Marist was defeated narrowly in the 
impromptu section. 

This page is sponsored by 

The grade 10 debating team was also unsuccessful in 
its impromptu debate against Broadland House . The 
topic was "The National Service should be compul
sory" with Marist taking the negative side. All three 
speakers made a commendable effort. 

The 1982 Commonwealth Parliamentary Debating 
Shield was won yet again by the Scotch-Oakburn 
team, by one point. 

All six of the Marist College debating students 
enjoyed it and found the competition a worthwhile and 
educational experience. 
Finally, special thanks must be conveyed to Fr. 
Reynolds for giving up his time to transport the 
debaters to Launceston, and to both Mrs Sue Viney 
and Mrs Denise Brown for organizing the teams' 
entries and for bringing us home. 

Bernard Kirkpatrick 

YEAR 6 CHOIR 
Front (L. to R.): B. Ward, S. Davey, S. Parker, C. Whitwam, S. 
Butler, V. Boxhall, J . Ahearn. Second (L. to R.): M. Oakes, A. 
Kirkpatrick, W. Bowles, M. Groom, A. Kay, M. Grisnic, J. Voss, K. 
Donovan, P. Thorp. Third (L. toR.): R. Whitehead, J. Sampson, R. 
House, A. Groenueld, K. White, K. Bacon, L. Brown. Back (L. toR.): 
L. Freeman, K. Button, C. Lee, T. Green, D. Treloggen, M. Arnold, 

N. Anderson. 

Backstage Crew , Year 10 Drama. 

Betta Milk Co-Operative Society Limited, Burnie 
Telephone: 31 2066 
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1982 VOICE OF YOUTH SPEECH 
COMPETITION 

The competition was divided into two sections with 
upper age limits at 31st July of 18 years for seniors 
and 15 years for juniors. 
It was disappointing that senior students did not avail 
themselves of the opportunity to participate in the 
competition. It was extremely popular with the 
younger students however, so much so that an 
elimination round had to be carried out at school. 
The requirements for the junior section were -

i) a prepared speech of six minutes duration on a 
selected topic from one of three areas -
humorous, topical or general. 

ii) a short notice speech of three minutes duration. 
Competitors were given fifteen minutes to pre
pare this speech. 

Mrs Joan Harvey and Mrs Denise Brown adjudicated 
the elimination round and were very impressed with 
the standard of speeches given by Tony Neilson, 
Roslyn Townsend, Susan Hiscutt, Mara Schneiders, 
Susan McKenna and Angela O'Rourke. 
Because of the high standard displayed, three 
students from Marist competed in the North-West 
Regional finals on Wednesday evening 28th April -
Susan Hiscutt, Angela O'Rourke and Mara 
Schneiders. 
The three girls spoke extremely well and received 
praise from the adjudicators. 
Angela O'Rourke was declared the winner of the N.W. 
Region and then went on to compete for the State title 
in Hobart on Saturday 22nd May. 
Angela was narrowly defeated at this level but again 
received high praise from the State adjudicators. 
It is hoped that next year we will be involved in both 
the Senior and Junior sections of the competition. 

Denise Brown 

Angela O'Rourke 

BURNIE AND DEVONPORT EISTEDDFODS 

Year 7 Choir 

First Row: C. Huang, J . McKeown, A. Johns, S. Neilson, J. Butler, 
C. Munro, E. Pigott, L. Walker. Second Row: M. Chesnik, G. Sage, 
G. Dwyer, D. Harvey, J. Marsden, K. O'Sullivan, C. Symons, K. 
Vogel, S. Hind, J. Faulkner, R. Cornish. Third Row: V. De Santis, E . 
Jones, C. Barnard, T. Redmond, J. Delanty, A. O'Donohue, G. 
O'Rourke, C. Murphy, G. Blair, R . Asher . Back Row: J . Bessell, K. 
Churchill, D. Wilson, K. Malone, N . Hall, C. Ballot, F . Crisp, T. 

Learn an. 

One cannot doubt the obvious presence of talent in the 
College. Participation in Eisteddfods is a wonderful 
opportunity for students to experience shared talents 
and to have their own developed and recognised. 
Mrs Helen Jones prepared the Senior Choir which 
gained a first place in the Unison Songs Under 18, 
equal 1st in the Sacred Song and a 2nd in the Choir 
Championship, Under 18. 
Grade 7 Choir Under 15 was conducted by Sr Aileen 
and gained an Honourable Mention, and Fr Till 
conducted the Grade 6 Primary Choir, leading it to 
3rd place. 
We should acknowledge the competent and dedicated 
contribution Fr G. Till has made to the musical 
development of the College during his time here. The 
Special Modern Group (Instruments and/or vocal) 
under 21, gained First place with his tutoring and 
Gabrielle O'Donnell sang "You Light Up My Life" 
with the maturity of a professional individual. 
The outstanding individual achievement of the year 
was that of Bernard Kirkpatrick (Year 11) . He won 
the Sister Sabina Perpetual Trophy for Piano Cham. 
pionship, Under 18. Sister was able to make that 
presentation to him personally, marking a most 
important occasion as Sister Sabina gave Bernard his 
first music lessons. Bernard also achieved A·Mus A 
(Piano) this year at the A.M.E.B. examinations. 
Another promising pianist is Michael Lean (Year 10). 
He gained a B for Seventh Grade Piano and in the 
Devonport Eisteddfod gained the Tasmanian Music 
Teachers Award for the most promising competitor in 
the musical section, Under 16. He came 2nd in the 20th 
Century Composition, Under 16. 
Estelle Gibbons (Year 9), Bernadette Ward (Grade 6) 
and Michael Lean will form a team to compete 
against Hobart, Launceston and Devonport for the 
State Winner of the Yamaha Musicland School Award 
later in the year. 
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Another achievement was the performance of Nichole 
Adams (Grade 6) . At Burnie, she was awarded the 
Lions Club Trophy for the most outstanding competi
tor in the Art of Speech and Drama . In almost every 
section, she achieved a first, and for this reason her 
outstanding talent was also acknowledged at 
Devonport where she was awarded the W. M and M. 
Williams Memorial Trophy for the Most Promising 
Coastal Competitor. 
The Iris Graham Trophy was awarded at Burnie to 
Kevin O'Sullivan (Grade 7) for the most promising 
Under 16 competitor in Speech. 

Speaking of Drama, reminds us of the excellent One 
Act Play (Secondary School Section) called "Sunday 
Costs Five Pesos". Year 10 students, with their 
producer Mrs Muriel Browning, held the audience 
both at Burnie and Devonport, gaining a First place 
at each Eisteddfod. 
Justina Boyd's Dancing performance gained her 
several firsts in. Classical Ballet, and Modern Ballet. 
Certainly a versatile performer! Another most credi
table exhibition of dancing was given by Lyndie and 
Edwin Butler. Both gained First Place in their 
sections and Edwin was awarded the Trophy for the 
most promising dancer (10-18 years). Phillipa Calvert 
also performed well. Madeleine and Robert Asher 
were prominent placegetters in their vocal and piano 
sections. 

Many students participated and this alone encourages 
them to face an audience confidently and aim at the 
specified level of performance. 

We congratulate them all! 

Rory Hamilton and Kim Schneiders with their cast. 

DRAMA 
'SUNDAY COSTS FIVE PESOS' 

A group of dedicated grade 10 students were involved 
in the production of a Mexican Comedy, entitled 
'Sunday costs five Pesos.' The play took part in the 
Burnie Eisteddfod where we obtained first placing. 
We also participated in the Devonport Eisteddfod 
where we obtained 80 points and again 1st place. The 
adjudicator made special mention of our team work 
and the excellent co-operation that is needed to stage 
such a good effort. She enjoyed the introductory 
music and welcomed the inclusion of the extra cast 
members as an asset to the production. 

We would like to express our appreciation to Mrs 
Browning, for her training of us and Miss Morgan and 
our stage crew, who supported us completely. 

Congratulations Kim Schneiders who was awarded 
the Best Actress Award at the Burnie Eisteddfod. 

R. Hamilton 

SENIOR CHOIR 
F ront (L. toR.): S. Graves , J. Baxter, C. Lunn, J . Faulkner, A. Griznic, S. McKenna, A. O'Rourke . Second : Sr 
Gabriel, R. Baker, R . Asher, L. Wicks, K. Cabanovich, H. Catchpole. Third: C. Alien, J. Bloomfield, W. Heald, B. 
Kirkpatrick, J . Inglis, J . Simpson, L. Butler, T. Cox. Back: J . Mainwaring, B. Ballot, J . O'Connell, A. Fava, J. 

Treloggen, J . House, F . Calvert, S. Cox. 
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HOBART TRIP BY 6R, 1981 

After raising $1000 by ourselves, 6R embarked on a 
tour of Hobart in November. 
We were "coked" and dined at Government House, 
saw Doug Lowe's demise as Premier at Parliament 
House, rode the 'Kangaroo' on the Derwent, ate to our 
heart's delight at Cadburys, discovered the heights of 
Mt Wellington, struck at Ten Pin Bowling, smelt the 
flowers at Botanical Gardens, felt the gale on the 
apex of Tasman Bridge, learnt at . the University, 
saved our money at the Casino, saw ourselves on 
television at Channel 6, had our photo in 'The 
Mercury', rode to the top of A.M.P. building, felt the 
bone-shattering Bailey Bridge, viewed hidden 
treasure at the Museum, enjoyed a barbecue at my 
father's home and saw the cow jump over the moon in 
Cat and Fiddle Arcade. 
Special thanks to Miss Dwyer, who accompanied us, 
Mr Graham of Redline Coaches for his organisation, 
Mr Roger Groom M.H.A. for our excursion through 
Parliament House and especially Dominic College for 
its hosting arrangements. 
1982 sees all three Year 6 classes travelling south, 
such was the success of the 1981 trip. 

Stephen Randell 

YEAR 7 BUSH EXPEDITIONS 

For several years now Year 7 have organized trips to 
Mount Roland and St Valentine's Peak. These outings 
have relied on parents to accompany their sons and 
daughters and to provide transport for others whose 
parents were unable to come. The St Valentine's trip 
took place in April after being postponed once. We 
struck a good day, and a convoy of about twelve cars 
headed for the heights. A big number of both young 
and not so young reached the summit, and descended 
for the barbecue lunch at the car park. 
We had the biggest group ever for the Mt Roland 
climb. St Valentine's Peak is a mere practice run for 
Roland (4000 ft and steep track.) Once again it was a 
good day, though rather hazy. A record 43 set out, 42 
reached the top, and most of those went on to the 
summit Trig Station. There are plans to erect a small 
plaque to commemorate the arrival there of the 
Principal of Marist Regional College, who took part in 
the climb. 

P.E. Group Mt. Montgomery. 

Geology excursion. 

ART EXCURSION- MELBOURNE 
The 1982 Art excursion for the Level Ill Matriculation 
students was to Melbourne, Victoria . Mandy 
Churchill, Andrew Jones, Colin Bligh, Louise Hanson 
and Simon Bevilacqua were escorted by Mrs Fritz, 
who, with her already abundant knowledge of the 
artistic circles of Melbourne, led the students through 
the city's creative centres . 
They visited works of studying artists at Wesley 
College, Prahan Technical College, the Caulfield 
Institute of Technology and the National Gallery 
School of Art, and viewed works of the great masters 
at the Powell St Gallery, Axiom, Realities, 
Pinacotheca Gallery and the National Gallery of 
Victoria . 

The little spare time the students had was occupied at 
Spaghetti Theatre, Luna Park and touring the city. 
Such an experience is extremely valuable for the 
young Tasmanian students who lack the range of 
galleries that Melbourne possesses. The students 
experienced many mind-expanding exhibitions and 
also saw displays which left them bewildered. This in 
itself gave the tourist an idea as to how their work 
may succeed or fail. 
The success of the trip is exemplified by the work of 
the students since returning, as it took on a new 
dimension of quality and visual appeal. 
Simon Bevilacqua. 
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"MATRICS TO MARIA" 

Monday September 6 ·Thursday September 9, 
1982 

One calm but overcast morning three unsuspecting 
staff, 18 even more unsuspecting students and one 
very knowledgeable staff member, set off for Maria 
Island. We did not know of the somewhat smelly and 
exhausted state we would arrive back in - not to 
mention the revenge seeking attitude we were to have 
towards our gallant leader. One consolation we did 
have though, was that we were told by this mis-guided 
leader of ours that " It never rains on Maria Island. " 

We boarded the ferry at Triabunna and after fond 
farewells from Mr Meehan, (who just happened to be 
in Triabunna - we know that he really came down 
just to say good-bye, as he loves us so much!!! ) set off 
for Maria. This trip which took about 90 minutes 
(according to Mr Randell, 100 minutes too long) was 
rather rough and the ferry landed on Maria with 22 
green faced people. We then made our way through 
the RAIN to the huts. 

The next day dawned bright and sunny and after 
accomplishing the extremely difficult art of prepar
ing breakfast in the outdoors - this includes being 
able to stop Emus from eating your food - (a 
problem that Kristin had much difficulty with!! ), we 
all set off for Mt. Maria which is 750 metres high. 
Although the majority of the group found this walk 
very demanding we all considered it a major achieve
ment. 
When we all arrived back, we felt in need of a shower 
but as we were subject to the primitive conditions of 
this Island, there was none . Alison and Kym solved 
this problem (well almost) . They found a rather 'cute' 
ranger and had a chat to him, he suggested that they 
come for a shower at his place - Mr Lakeland, 
however, did not agree. This was a major blow for the 
girls!! 
Later that night after a hearty meal we went to view 
the sandstone cliffs; then it was an early night for all . 

On day two we were given an example of Gale Force 
winds Maria Island style. As we had breakfast down 
to a fine art we soon finished with that and then set off 
for the other end of the Island to see the Isthmus. 
(Miss Staunton told us it wa·s a Tombola, but the boys 
told us that a tombola was a marble)?? On this walk 
all went well until about half way when, believe it or 
not, it began to RAIN. Mr Lakeland saved his head 
this time and found us shelter in a sheep shed -
complete with sheep dung etc, etc. From here 12 of us 
continued to the end of the Island. We then started 
back to camp - but this time we didn't run into rain 
- but instead it hailed, which resulted in some very 
wet people . 
But there was more disappointment in store for us -
no meat for dinner . -The ferry was unable to come 
in with it because of the rough weather. We all turned 
into vegetarians for the night but were well fed all the 
same. 
The last night was spent packing rucksacks and 
watching slides shown by Alison's and Kym's 'cute ' 
Ranger. These gave us an interesting picture of the 
Island. 

The next morning it was up early to catch the ferry 
back to Triabunna. The trip was a very smooth one, 
much to Mr Randell's glee. Eighteen smelly and 
exhausted students arrived back at Marist about 3.00 
p.m. on Thursday. 
We would all like to sincerely thank Mr Lakeland for 
organising, and Mrs Lakeland, Miss Staunton and Mr 
Randell for accompanying us. 
And in case you did not realise - It DOES rain on 
Maria Island Mr Lakeland; so beware of revenge!! 

Venessa Clark 

Anxious coach, Mrs. A. Clarke. 

Judges at Swimming Carnival. 

Year 7 Expedition Group. 
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"The King" waiting make up from Mrs. Brown. 

Pat Elliot finishing Kyle Oliver's hairstyle. 
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Even the stars have to eat - Andrea Kirkpatrick backstage. 

Natalie Diprose busy in the make up room. 

PHONE: 31 1122 G.M.H. SALES and 
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Petrina Johnstone, Suzette Maguire and Jane Bloomfield. 

Blazing across the main stage of Burnie, 1982 saw the 
arrival of the Marist production of 'The King and I'. 

Mr Meehan, whose recklessness is legendary (he is 
playing the entire cast, chorus and orchestra of 
Verdi 's 'Aida' at the Little Theatre next year), 
accepted the responsibility of directing what was to 
become a most successful and satisfying production. 

Anne Williams, whose beauty even exceeded that of 
the magnificent sets produced by Mrs Fritz, played a 
stunning Anna opposite Tom Podreka, whose regal 
opulence barely outshone the costume design orig
inals of Mrs Grieve, our own needlework mistress, 
who once again contributed her time and talent most 
generously in outfitting a very fine , and incidentally 
very large, cast. 
Indeed everything seemed bigger and brighter this 
year. The great talent for procreation demonstrated 
by traditional Siamese heads-of-state meant that this 
year's musical demanded a large number of wives 
and children . As a result, a larger number of students 
were able to participate, and the junior pupils were 
given the opportunity to contribute their talents to the 
production on a far larger scale than had been 
possible last year. This provided a special pleasure 
for the senior students, especially those from the HSC 
section, where the tight schedule often prevents them 
from mixing with the juniors during the college day. 
These pleasures repaid the extra effort and organis
ation required to manage the larger cast. 

The orchestra, too, was the largest for any Marist 
musical on record, adding a most polished touch to 
the production. Father Till again took his regular 
place at the podium , and it was perhaps appropriate 
that this was the place where many of us last saw 
him. Only a day after the final performance , Father 
Till departed these shores for the United States. We 
salute the Marist maestro, whose contributions, not 
only to school musicals, have been enormous. 

Events such as the musical have many strengths . 
They provide the students not only with a stimulating 
social experience, but also with experience in the 
discipline of working to a deadline and working as 
part of a team . The musical also allows students with 
all types of interests and talents to contribute 
something to a worthwhile production. 
This year's musical has been a great success. 
Congratulations to Mr Mark Meehan and thanks to all 
those students, staff and friends of the College who 
helped make it so. 
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Kyle Oliver. 

Anna (Ann Williams) waits her cue. 

Mrs. Woodcock giving Katarina Cobanovich a fmishing touch. 

Kevin O'Sullivan, John White, Matthew Davey waiting patiently for 
their next scene. 

Elegant dining in the surrounds of an 
old home - French Influence Cuisine 
Brendan and Mary O'Garey look forward to 
welcoming you into their Restaurant . 
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SOCIALS 

This years Students' Council organized two very 
enjoyable socials for Years 9-12 and also one for Year 
7 students. 
The first 9-12 social, under the theme of "Black and 
White" was an excellent social by all accounts. 
Students went to a great deal of trouble in dressing for 
the occasion. This, along with the expertly decorated 
hall, provided a wonderful atmosphere for all to enjoy 
themselves. 
The second 9-12 social, although not attended by as 
many students, was still most enjoyable. This time 
the theme was "Outrageous", and it tended to bring 
out another side of Marist students - perhaps the 
true side!! The money raised from this social was to 
help send Amanda Berridge and Lynette Anderson to 
the Pacific Games in Brisbane. 
The music for these two socials was provided by 
Andrew Crawn, and everybody would like to thank 
him, for without his music the socials would not have 
been the success they were. The Year 7 social proved 
very successful. The majority of students from Year 
7 attended, and the very versatile Students' Council 
members were the D.J.'s for the night. 
(These Council members later on found out that doing 
the Bunny Hop and Mexican Hat Dance can be 
extremely exhausting) . Thanks must go to the staff 
who helped supervise. 
Finally the Students' Council must be thanked for 
providing these socials that were enjoyed by all. 

Keys cut while-u-wait 
Engraving a Specialty 

Venessa Clark 

FitzGeralds Shopping Complex 
BURNIE 
Telephone 31 4433 
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Paula Kirkpatrick, Year 10. 
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THE WAVE 

The white lip curls over like a monstrous bird of prey; 
rushing, relentless, trapped, no turning back. The 
board excels, spinning, swirling; the water smashes 
around, spray and white turbulence engulf the fibre
glass, falling, falling. Speed blends with flight as the 
wave sends me on the greatest joy ride of all, 
thrilling, excitement, me against the raw untapped 
power of the wave. The combination of nature and the 
elements sends me to the heights of fulfilment, 
adrenalin pumping, senses alert; plummeting, the 
board nears the base, feet adjusting, climbing the 
wall, bouncing off the lip; the rails slide down the face 
of the wall, adrenalin slowing; lookout! Engulfed 
midst the unforseen strength of the wave, falling, 
falling, panic, alone mid-air, sinking through space, 
impact, winded, drowning; "Surface you fool!" 
Struggling, fighting the undertow. Air at last, calm 
collected, adrenalin slows through your body. Look, 
reforming, the white lip curls over. 

Scott Bird 
Year 10 

Sally Freeman, Year 10. 
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BABY HARP SEAL 

I love the baby harp seal, 
But I wish I could heal, 
The killing of the harp seal, 
For a tasty meal. 

Or for a fur coat from the skin, 
Which, when ripped, ends in the bin. 
Or for a lovely smelling scent, 
Which when the bottle gets smashed, 
Wouldn't cost a cent! 

But what about the bones, 
They go in the bin. 
Cause they only use the meat, 
And the skin!!! 

THE SEA 

Alistair Kay 
Year 6 

The sea is a hungry dog, giant and grey 
He rolls along the beach all day, 
With his clashing teeth and his shaggy jaws 
Hour upon hour he gnaws and gnaws 
Then the giant sea dog moans with fear, 
Licking his grey paws near the sea shores. 

Letitia Browne 6J 

IN A DESERT OASIS 

.n a desert oasis is a beautiful pond, 
Of which every living thing in the oasis is fond, 
Surrounding the tranquil water, 
Is the house of the 'King Ant's' son and daughter. 

Here and there are lovely shady trees, 
Providing shelter for the local bees. 

The busy little bees, 
Find honey under the leaves, 
Of the giant flower there 
Of which they take great care. 

Here comes a cheerful boy, 
Who's playing with his fav'rite toy. 
What's he doing in this barren land? 
With his toy in his hand. 

Now he's dying of dehydration, 
Now he's dying of starvation! 
Now he's seen this oasis collage, 
But he's soon to find it's just a mirage! 

* High quality 2 for 1 film processing by Kodak * Photo equipment tested, repaired and hired 

Kim White 6J 

* Large range of batteries, films, albums, frames, etc. * Binoculars, Telescopes, Magnifiers, Compasses, Calculators * Passport photos while you wait. 



LOVING 

I love . .. 
The azure sky meeting the steel blue sea ; 
The glint of metal 
Rainbows, moist earthly smells, fragrant damp 
leaves, 
A whistling kettle; 
Dew on a drooping daffodi l , 
A smooth white page, 
The hectic pot of soup on an i cy day; 
Cinnamon and sage. 
The sheen on a new piano, the silken touch of fresh 
papered wood. 
Stained glass. 
Sparkling stones playing with sunlight, sunsets of 
gold, 
Cool grass. 
The thrill of water over my face, fire and glowing 
embers, 
The shape of a rose. 
The quiver of butterflies, a welling tear, 
Melting snows. 
Jingling coins in a leather purse; 
Oozy mud, 
The splash of a pebble landing in a still pond, 
A rose bud. 
Cotton wool, glossy books, a newborn lamb, 
Misty eyes. 
The clean line from a sharpened pencil, 
The wind's signs, 
Wavy velvet, the aroma of fresh bread, 
Rippling silk. 
The roar of a waterfall crashing on rocks; 
Apples and milk. 

On your m arks! 
Get set. .. 
Bang! 
You jump up ... 
You're off, 

Angela O'Rourke, Year 8 

You 're running for your life 
A quick glance behind, 
They're gaining 
You force every muscle 
Every bone, every cell, 
to its limit. 
You cast another glance 
to see you're making ground 
As the curve turns 
Into a straight. 
You find yourself 
Running neck to neck 
You take a deep breath, 
hold it . .. 
You're running like the wind. 
Every step, every stride 
closing the gap to the finish 
All of a sudden a cheer 
Comes up as you 
Cross the line . . . 
You've won! 

'jf 

• I 

/_ _ 
Mandy Nicholson, Year 8. 

ICE SKATING 

To watch skaters upon the ice, 
Is to the eye a dazzling sight. 
In my mind when watching, I see, 
swans which float gracefully among silvery trees. 

The humming of silver blades, 
like wind whistling gently through silvery glades. 
Graceful curves and leaps and swirls, 
which whisper hints of the laughter of little girls. 

Leaping and soaring into the air full flight, 
as magnificent and powerful as an eagle at night. 
Star spangled ice slivers showering the ice, 
like soft falling snowflakes as numerous as rice. 

Swans glide softly as snowy doves fly, 
gently floating and arching their necks to the sky. 
Floating in a cloudless night full of dreams, 
always seeing silvery blades which whisper and 
gleam. 

Andrew Stolp BV Carmel Butterworth 10 

This page is brought to you by Qualified Resident Corsetieres 
Stockists of exclusive lingerie, swimwear, hosiery, perfume 
Major Corsetry Houses. 
Shop 19, Burn ie Plaza, 33 Mount St, Burnie 
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Stephanie Kelly, Year 9. 
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HOUSING IN AUSTRALIA 

Young, free, Whole life ahead of you 
That's what they say 
What a lie 
How would they know? 
They live their lives 
Everything they want 
Snap of the fingers 
And there's somebody there 
To look after their every care 
For us it is different 
Nowhere to go and nowhere to live 
And when we cry out 
They have nothing to give 
Tossed around from one place to the next 
We try 
We try hard but we can't make it 
Why do they condemn us? 
For things we can't help. 
Why? 

THE ASHES 

"Howzat!" cries Rodney Hogg 
Jumping around with glee 
For Geoffrey Boycott is England's best 
And he is out for three. 

In comes Derrick Randall 
Whatever shall he do 
His legs were hit in front of his wickets 
And he is out for two. 

In comes their captain, Botham, 
Who sets off for a run 
He falls over, I'm sad to say 
And he is out for none. 

Lillee bundles 'em out for ten. 
And the Aussies come into bat. 
Randall throws down the wickets 
And Willis cries "Howzat!" 

Young Trev Chappel lives up to his name 
He hit a ton in nothin' flat. 
He then lobbed a catch to Botham. 
Why did he ever do that! 

The rest of the Aussies fall quick 
And the Poms come in to bat, 
They were only 105 behind 
I think they'll manage that. 

They made it just ,and saved the day 
Leaving us only five to win, 
There we were nine out for four 
But somehow we just crept in. 

We won on the day, I'm glad to say 
Winning the Ashes for the green and gold 
They'd played better than ever before, 
What a pity they're all growing old. 

Brilliant 
Marvellous 
X citing 

BMX 

Tony" Neilson 

Greg Cornish 6R 
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Elizabeth Rigney 
Year 9 

JOURNEY BY TRAIN 

The train starts off on its journey, 
With passengers quashed on the torn old seat, 
Clutching at the rails or the doorway, 
With parcels at their feet. 

Slowly at first - then suddenly burst 
Into rhythmical clacking along the line, 
Hurrying, scurrying, 
Not much time. 

Rocking around a treacherous bend, 
Swerving and swaying to suddenly send 
Passengers sliding into the wall, 
Those in the doorway nearly fall. 

Houses whiz past in a colourful streak, 
But gradually, gradually the rushing train, 
Slows and slows and stops again. 

Crowded once more it jerks away, 
Slowly, then faster it races the day. 
Quicker and quicker and louder it roars, 
Rattling on through the tunnel's jaws. 
Screaming! It hurdles through the black, 
Mercilessly roaring down the track, 
Deep in thought, those within, 
Shut their minds to the piercing din. 

Light appears and the metal monster clatters on, 
Its fury shed in the dark beyond, 
Slower and weary, clinking past 
A blur of colours, and shapes, and houses 
And stops. 

Angela O'Rourke 
Year 8 
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WHAT A MESS 

What a mess 
Leggos unevenly scattered through thick shag-pile 
carpet 
Marbles jumbled up with bits of jaggedly broken 
crayon 
Round the corner 
A vase, broken into a thousand pieces of multi
coloured parts up the step 
Rubbish, paper, recklessly thrown all over the room 
Spilt cordial, splashed, making tears of orange on the 
wide white walls 
Crumbs of cake give a polka-dot pattern on the table 
What a mess ... and three minutes to have it cleaned 
What a mess 
Fingers, fingers frantically feuding, panicking pick
ing up leggos 
Cloth, cloth, a wet cloth striving, struggling to remove 
those nasty stains 
Round and round, upside in and outside down. 
Paper, paper picking up paper, packing, pushing it 
into the bin. 
Crayon, marble, crayon, marble, marble, crayon 
alively assorting 
One minute left. One minute left, What next? 
The glass from the vase, viciously, violently, Oh, my 
finger 
Blood, blop, bl . . op. It hits the floor and explodes into 
a red splat. 
Think, run, the cloth, where is it, scrub, scrub, 
Now, now for those crummy crumbs, vr . .. room, 
vroom, vacuum cleaner. 
Slowly, swishing, swishing, squashing the crumbs. 
Knock, knock, rattle at the door, she's home. 
One second left . . . ah. 

TRAINS 

Clicketty, Clack, clicketty, clack 
The train is coming down the track. 

Come on boy, stoke the fire, 

Alana Fava 10. 

We have got to get home before we retire. 

See the trees go swishing past, 
My, Oh my, we're going fast! 

Clicketty, clack, clicketty, clack, 
The train is coming down the track. 

See the passengers as they ride, 
We're just bursting full of pride. 

Don't look back, don't look back, 
Poor old Jack just crossed the track. 

Slippetty, slop, slippetty, slop, 
The train is coming to a ssssssstop! 

Girls 
Intelligent 
Ravishing 
Lovely 
Sensible 

Keiran Hofer Gr. 8 

Suzanne Parker 6R 
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REVENGE 

It was like before, 
The feeling was still there. 
A feeling deep down, 
That I thought had disappeared. 

I had never noticed it; 
Till now, 
When I saw his face again. 
Only this time I wanted revenge. 

I tried to forget, 
but the evil leaked out. 
It was a wicked spirit 
That wanted to get back. 

Hatred was in the air 
As I searched his pleading face. 
The feeling was strong; 
And it won. 

As I turned to leave 
The feeling had gone. 
It had done its job. 
Murder was now in its place. 

The body lay lifeless on the floor 
It was dead, 
And so was the feeling. 
The Revenge has died. 

Love is full 
Of 
Very special 
Events 

FIRE 

Crackling golden fire flames 

Tracey Roles 9 

Melinda Flack 6R 

Leaping with their shadows on the window panes, 
Outside softly the rain falls 
And in the distance a wild dog calls. 

With the fire it keeps them warm 
And gives the children no fear of the storm 
It is sizzling fairly quietly now 
And it seems to sway giving a curtsey and bow. 

One of the children sighs and says it's getting late. 
And the dog agrees and wags his tail to make his 
state. 
Most of the children are too tired to speak 
For they had been hypnotised by the warmth and 
heat. 

Slowly the dog gives a thump 
And puts his head in his paw to slump. 
The children all stand up and go to bed 
For the fire has died with a nod of its head. 

Telephone 31 3044 

Nicole Adams 6J 

Specialists in : New Truck, Car & Tractor 
Tyres, Dynapak Batteries 

Industrial Hoses 
Truck Wheel Balancing Facilities 



Tania Fullgrabe, Year 9. 

Sandra Graves, Year 10. 
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THE REVENGE OF MAN 

In the cold and stormy night, 
When the cause is lost and the power is right. 
And the people cry out loud, so loud. 
But no-one hears, they are living in hell. 

When Vulcan brings down his hammer, 
And Cerberus obeys, drags the souls in on a tether. 
No more escape, they have had their chance 
But they have lost it, yes lost it, and now are living in 
hell. 

Then you know that Satan will sing, 
To the explosion of the war-bomb ring. 
Man's favourite past-time has had its final use. 
And the Earth has taken its final abuse. 

No more fighting in the streets, 
No more killing on the battlefields, 
No more using in our science, 
No more testing on the islands. 

No-one singing in their love, 
No-one living in their homes, 
No-one eating with their children, 
No-one praying in the churches. 

No more, No-one 
nothing. 

We have ignored the final warning. 

T. Podreka 
Year 11 

Lynette Sheehan, Year 10. 
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"STOP THE WORLD! I WANNA GET OFF!" 

"And just where do you think you are going looking 
like that?" 

" Round to Karen 's place for a while. " 

"Why do you always have to wear the oldest clothes 
you can find in your cupboard, you always look so 
scruffy? Can 't you wear a skirt or something tidy for 
a change? You have had those jeans since I can 't 
remember when, they are so tight, it looks like you 're 
going to burst out of them, and that grotty old cut-off 
windcheater looks horrible. Really dear, you have no 
idea of how scruffy you look. Where are your new 
sneakers? What are you wearing those old things 
for?" 

"O.K. O.K. Mum, I will change my sneakers, but I'm 
still going to wear these jeans and my grotty old 
windcheater. " 

"Really dear, people will think your father and I 
never buy you new clothes." 

"Well, I'm on my way to Karen's now, see you later 
Mum." 

Nag, nag, nag, nag, that's all I ever get. Do this. Do 
that. You are such a scruff dear. Why don't you wear 
a skirt or something tidy for a change dear. Get this 
done! Get that done. Every-time I turn around, 
someone's there to tell me off or nag at me a little bit 
more. Even at school it 's the same, I 'm always in 
trouble and there is always the pressure of doing all 
the homework. Being an adolescent is hard some
times and sometimes I feel like yelling . . . "Stop the 
world! I wanna get off!" 

But when I get home, it is the same old story. "Dear, 
would you please go and clean up your room, then do 
the dishes with Sue, and after that will you peel the 
potatoes for tea?" 

I guess I'll just have to put up with all the problems 
and hard work here on earth, as there is no way I can 
leave. 

THE SEA 

I like to stand and watch the sea 
The waves that lap the sand 

Juanita Oliver 
BV 

That whimper and toss the beaten shore 
Then slip back over the golden sand. 

A long way off, on the waters deep 
Where the waves roll hard and long 
The sailor enjoys a 'salty' life, 
Far away from home. 

But I'd rather be at the edge of the tide 
Watching it come and go 
And hear the murmur of its song 
As the restless waters flow. 

Pauline Whatley 
BV 
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BASS HOUSE 

The Inter-House College swimming carnival which 
was conducted at the Burnie Olympic Pool in the first 
week of Term 1, was tackled with tremendous effort 
and enthusiasm by all Bass House members. Their 
'fellow-house' competitors were encouraged by active 
barracking, and some excellent performances re
sulted. 
Although we only gained second place in the carnival, 
participation was tremendous and congratulations to 
go to all members of Bass. Outstanding swimmers 
include Jackie Woodcock, Sally Freeman, Debbie 
Nicholson, Justin Bird, Mark Hensby, Jeffrey Castles. 

The Marist athletics carnival held on March 31 saw 
Bass House victorious overall. David Huang was a 
valuable performer winning four events in track and 
field. Jackie Woodcock was outstanding in winning 
eight of her events. 
Dianne Riddiford, Mark Hensby, Tim Bevilacqua, 
Brigid Darragh, Adrian Bell and Vanessa Clarke all 
put in enthusiastic efforts. All members are to be 
commended on a fantastic performance, aod once 
again congratulations to Bass for winning the athletic 
carnival. 

HOUSE CAPTAINS BASS 
Back (L. to R .): Mark Hensby (v.c.), David Huang (c), Sue 

Alexander (c), Venessa Clark (v.c.). 
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HOUSE CAPTAINS COOK 
Back: David Benson (c), David Berechree (v.c.). 
Front: Annette Gora (c), Athlene Donnelly (v.c.). 

COOKHOUSE 

This year saw Cook House come runner-up to Bass 
House in the overall points. Cook House was outright 
winner in the Swimming Carnival and came a Close 
third in the Athletics Carnival. All team members 
participated fully in both carnivals, due to new 
systems which enabled everyone to have a swim or a 
run. Those members of the House which were 
especially successful are listed below. 

Swimming: P . Viney won the U/16 Boys' Champion
ship and broke/set new records in the 50 m Freestyle 
U/16, and the U/15-U/16 Open 200 m Freestyle. C. 
Murphy won the U/12 Girls' Championship. A. 
Berridge won the U/13 Girls' Championship and set 
new records in the U/12-U/13-U/14 100 m Freestyle, 
U/13 50 m Backstroke. K. Stewart won the girls' U/14 
Championship and set new records in the 50 m 
Freestyle, U/14-U/15 100 m Freestyle (Inaugural 
event) 50 m Breaststroke, 50 m Backstroke, 50 m 
Butterfly. 

Take-away Food 
HomemadeHambu~effi 
Fish and Chips 

Also soft serve 
ice-cream 
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Athletics - Boys: P. Viney came equal first in the 
U /16 Track Championship and won the U /16 Field 
Championship. He set new records in the U /16 High 
Jump, Triple Jump and Shot Putt. M. Clarke won both 
the Track and Field Championship for U /15. He set 
new records in the 400 m, 1500 m, 800 m, High Jump, 
Triple Jump, and Discus. D. Rocher came equal first 
in the U/14 Track Championship setting a new record 
in the 800 m and the 1500 m. A. Creek came equal first 
in the boys' U/13 Track Championshipo whilst M. 
Viney won the U/13 Field Championship. Martin set a 
new record in the U/13 High Jump. 

Girls: K. Donovan and K. White came equal first in 
the U /12 Field Championship with K. White setting a 
new record in the Long Jump. A. Clarke won the U/14 
Field Championship setting a new record in the Shot 
Putt. M. Ryan won the U/16 Track Championship. 

David Benson and Annette Gora 

TASMAN HOUSE 

We would firstly like to bring to your attention the 
sheer dominance and ability of the Tasman team this 
year. Special mention and thanks should be made to 
all those unselfish team members and staff who 
willingly devoted their time and energy into the 
smooth running of such a billiant team . 

While the results showed our brilliant generosity in 
allowing other teams to take honours we feel that the 
individual effort and determination displayed by all 
team members is especially praiseworthy. 

The swimming resulted in a number of meritorious 
individual performances by swimmers; Girls:- N. 
Adams, C. Jacques, M. Asher, J. House, J . Fletcher, 
J. Boys ; Boys :- T. Podreka, M. Gale, S. Pearce, M. 
Lean, D. Lavelle, R. Asher and M. Grzinic . 

HOUSE CAPTAINS TASI\1AN 
Back Left : Rohan Robertson (v.c .), Andrew Catchpole (c ). Front 

Left: Chree Clarke (v .c .), Heather Probert (c ). 
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In the athletic carnival many individuals gave all that 
they had into their effort for the team. Special 
mention should be made of the following boys: T. 
Podreka, M. Gale, S. Pearce, M. Lean, T. Smith, D. 
Lavelle, M. Davey, P. Grieve, J . Delanty, P . 
Wescombe, and the following girls - H. Probert, C. 
Clarke, A. Shepherdson, D. King, R. Christofi, J. 
Treloggen, S. White, L. Anderson, G. O'Rourke, C. 
Jacques, R. House, M. Flack. 

Finally we would like to thank all people involved in 
the organisation of the carnivals . Special thanks 
should be given to Miss E . Dwyer and Mr R. 
Lakeland. 

R. Robertson/H. Probert 

HOUSE CAPTAINS FLINDERS 
Back (L. to R. ): Simon Bevilacqua (c), Andrew Jones (v.c .), Debbie 

Nicholson (c ), Joanne Sides (v.c.). 

FLINDERS HOUSE 

Flinders' success in this year's sports carnivals was 
not as creditable as had previously been experienced. 
Basically this was due to lack of depth in the senior 
section of the school, both in regard, skill and 
number. However the lack of success attributed to 
Flinders was nullified by the individual performances 
of some of its members. It was not uncommon to see 
the blue singlet race to the finish in a blaze of glory, 
but in such cases it was also noticed Cook, Bass or 
Tasman, dominated the minor placings, a fact which 
is important in the success of a House . 

3 King Street, 
BURNIE 
Telephone 31 5129 

A complete range of 
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The 1982 Swimming Carnival recognised the talent of 
open champion Paul Benson, who won the glamour 
event of the carnival the 50 m Freestyle. He followed 
this up with places in most other events. The other 
champion was the well known "superfish" Dean 
Waldhauser. "Superfish" dominated all under 15 
events with an experienced group of performances . 
The Under 16 pair Andrew Jones, who later became 
Marist's swimming captain, and Simon French 
shared success in all events to be narrowly beaten in 
the championship count. Gerard Williams, Neville 
Diprose and Robert Morton all produced outstanding 
performances in their own age group, the overall 
swimming performance by the "Blues" was 
exemplified by young Under 12 boy Robert Morton 
who, unsure of this own ability, swam in the open 400 
m an event recognised for its gruelling nature. 

The Athletics Carnival of 1982 was also dominated by 
the individual performances of the Flinders team. 
The area most noticeable was the Under 12 section 
where J. Pearce won the Track championship and S. 
Saltmarsh the Field championship. 

Pearce also figured in the Under 13 Track champion
ship count, a fact which indicates the lack of depth 
within the age groups. Jason Boyd and Dean 
Waldhauser were the other outstanding track ath
letes, Boyd being particularly impressive in the 100 
m, 200 m and 400 m. The field events produced 
competitors of the calibre of A. Jones, S. French, N. 
Bradford, D. Mevissen, D. Waldhauser, N. Diprose, 
and A. Butler. 

As can be seen Flinders had a large array of 
individual performances but not the required depth. It 
is pleasing to note the performance sporting wise of 
the younger Flinders members, Morton, Pearce, 
Saltmarsh, Butler, and Diprose. Such performances 
ensure the "blues" of future success and dominance 
over other houses. 

D. Huang 

Year 7 Girls Cross Country. 

INTER-HOUSE CROSS COUNTRY 

1982 saw the introduction of Cross Country as an 
Inter-House Competition. The general fitness of 
students from years 6 to 10 improved one hundred per 
cent - well almost - after 3 weeks of preparation in 
the P.E. Programme prior to the competition. Deter
mination to overcome the obstacle and complete the 
course showed on the runners' faces as they battled 
their way over the hills . All classes had ideal 
conditions except for year 10 who had to contend with 
wind and driving rain as well as the distance. 
However, this was all forgotten after hot showers at 
the end. 
Tasman House proved to be too strong and won in the 
overall points. 
Final Points -

Tasman 3076 
Bass 2857 
Flinders 2641 
Cook 2496 

Individual Champions 
Year 6 Mark Grzinic (T), Louise Sykes (B). 
Year 7 Leigh White (F), Gina O'Rouke (T) . 
Year 8 Mathew Davey (B), Lynette Anderson (T). 
Year 9 Chris Cumming (T), Dianne Riddiford (B). 
Year 10 Scott Pearce (T), Caroline Butler (F). 

Chris Cumming Year 9 Champion. 
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Girls Swimming Squad. 

Boys Swimming Squad. 

GIRLS' AND BOYS' SWIMMING 
REPORT: 1982 

The swimming season for 1982 began with the 
valuable support of Rookie coach Lakeland, and 
Girls' coach Miss Dwyer combined with the enthusi
astic efforts of the more conscientious swimmers 
during the summer holidays. 

With the beginning of First Term training gradually 
intensified, and after the Inter House Carnival the 
squad was selected. With two daily training sessions, 
we all struggled through many hours and kilometres 
of water, and soon formed ourselves into a deter
mined squad. 
The Northern and State carnivals conducted in Burnie 
and Hobart respectively were tackled with great 
determination by our team members. 

In the Northern carnival the Marist girls' team 
performed particularly well, gaining third position, 
with a total of 392 points. 

The State carnival saw the girls' team placed in 
Division 1, a tremendous achievement by all mem
bers. Although we only gained seventh place in the 
State competition, there were some outstanding 
performances: 
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Amanda Berridge, Kellie and Melissa Stew art, Jacqui 
Fletcher, Mandy Nicholson and Sally Freeman all 
swam tremendously and were a credit to Marist. 

The Marist boys' team came fourth in the Northern 
carnival, and seventh in the State carnival, with all 
members showing great determination and sports
manship. Damien Lavelle gave an excellent perform
ance, in breaking the State record for U/14 breast
stroke. 

Dean Waldhauser represented his team with a 
creditable effort in both the Northern and State 
carnivals. 

Congratulations to all team members for represent
ing Marist at both competitions; everyone performed 
with credit to themselves. 

Andrew Jones/Sue Alexander 
Team Captains 
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NTISSA TENNIS 

The tennis team this year was composed of 5 players: 
Paul Mapley, Anthony Gameau, Mark Hensby, 
Darren Beard and Jeremy O'Rourke. Our coach was 
Mr D. Mapley. 

At the start of the tennis season we weren't very 
confident at all, for we were unsure of other schools' 
strength, not to mention being unsure about our own. 
Our first match was played on our own courts against 
Grammar whom we beat convincingly 6-0 after 
~ettling into some very good tennis, with a close game 
from Jeremy O'Rourke in the pouring rain. 
This match was a great stepping stone for our 
confidence both as singles and doubles players. 
The following week we played St. Pat's and after 
thinking we were going to be beaten we stuck to our 
guns and came in winners 4-2 with close and long 
games from Paul Mapley and Mark Hensby. 
The week after, against Scotch Oakburn would have 
been our easiest game for the season with a win of 5-l 
after losing a very long and traumatic doubles match. 

Our next two encounters were again with Grammar 
and St. Pats, from which we emerged victorious with 
a 5-l win in each match. 
By this time we knew that we were in the State Final, 
so the last match outcome was not a problem. It was 
lucky for us that it didn't matter whether we won or 
lost because we lost 4-2 to Scotch Oakburn who had 
brought a very good young player into the team. Mark 
Hensby lost to him with a score of 9 games to 8 in a 
long, hard fought match (the little squirt was just too 
good). 
In summing up it was a very enjoyable and rewarding 
tennis season, and many thanks to Mr Don Mapley 
who led us to the State final in which we were soundly 
beaten by a far better, more forceful Dominic side. 
Many thanks also to Fr Geoff Till whose help in 
coaching and managing was very much appreciated 
by all involved. 

Mark Hensby 

Swimming Champions. 

N.T.I.S.S.A. Cricket. 

NTISSA CRICKET 

The 1982 NTISSA Competition was looked forward to 
early in the year with great interest. The Marist team 
started from scratch with a new coach, relatively few 
players with past experience in the competition and 
the loss of many previously successful players. 
Obviously the first games would prove to be ex
tremely difficult. 

As expected the youthful Marist team which was 
made up basically of Grade 9's and lO's found early 
season form hard to find. Potential was obviously 
there with individual batting and bowling perform
ances; however a total team effort was lacking. Each 
week one facet of the game would be excellent, either 
batting, bowling or fielding, but somehow the inex
perienced side could not "put it all together". Darren 
West with the bat, Scott Pearce and Michael Gale 
with the ball proved extremely effective and often 
presented opposing sides with tough competition. 

Marist's expected improvement soon arrived. This 
was achieved through the increased performance by 
Gary Shiell, Tim and Simon Bevilacqua, Jeffrey 
Woods, Martin Clark and Paul Hiscutt. In the second 
round Marist pushed Grammar, and defeated both 
Scotch Oakburn and St. Pat's. This placed them 3rd 
on the ladder and most could foresee that, had the 
season been longer, Marist may have been the best 
side. 

Such a successful season, and the prominence of 
young talented players such as Jeffrey Woods, Paul 
Hiscutt and Brendan Gale could only please the 
coach, Mr Lakeland. Next season should prove to be 
extremely successful due to the effort by this year's 
First XI. 

Simon Bevilacqua 
Captain 
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UNDER 16 CRICKET 

Under 16 Cricketers have had a much-improved 
season this year, winning a good percentage of our 
games and definitely developing our techniques. 

Paul Clark, Martin Clarke, Stephen Pearce, Paul 
Hiscutt and David Mevissen are only four of many 
who performed creditably through the season . 

Continued application to the task of extending our 
ability will enable Marist First XI to feature once 
again at the top of the Independent Schools ' roster . 

Stephen Randell 

U/13 CRICKET 

Two teams represent Marist in this competition, the 
"A" captained by John White and the "B" by Vincent 
de Santis . 

There is a remarkable degree of enthusiasm in both 
teams, and with continued training and application all 
will be able to reach the level of their ability. 

Both teams have competed successfully and with 
players such as Pat Grieve, Michael Dean, Anthony 
Creek, Jason Pearce, John White, Tim Young and 
many others, cricket at Marist is on the improve. 

Stephen Randell 

YEAR 6 CRICKET 

The Third Term cricket roster starts after the 
deadline for Kalori. There are approximately 30 boys 
interested and training seriously, and even at this 
stage our skills have improved. 

Paul Griffiths and Matthew Groom competed suc
cessfully in a Double-Wicket Competition, narrowly 
missing the semi-finals. 

Let's hope everyone keeps up his enthusiasm and 
practice - maybe another Michael Holding is on the 
horizon! 

Stephen Randell 

GIRLS' CRICKET 

An enthusiastic team of girls have practised regularly 
under the expert eye of Mrs Harvey , and so far have 
defeated Burnie High School comfortably, and nar
rowly lost to Wynyard High, in the Schoolgirls' 
Cricket Roster . Both times the girls had high scores 
for limited 18-over matches, with 3 for 71 and 2 for 95. 

Best with the bat so far this season have been Carmel 
Duggan, Lauren Wicks and Rosanna Christofi, while 
the number of wickets taken has been evenly distrib
uted . A special mention must go to Rosanna Christofi 
who is outstanding behind the stumps. 

Lastly, we would like to thank Mrs Harvey on behalf 
of the team, for her expert assistance in training. 
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Lauren Wicks 
Fiona Calvert 

10 Mount Street , BURNIE 
Telephone: 31 3266 
Main Street, PENGUIN 
Telephone: 37 2107 

U/ 16 Cricket. 

U/ 14 Cricket. 

Girls Cricket. 

Singline's Complex , Upper Burnie 
Telephone : 31 4258 
29 Smith Street, SMITHTON 
Telephone: 52 1346 



U/15 Soccer Team. 

U/14 Soccer Team. 

U/13 Soccer Team. 
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SOCCER 

This year was by far the most successful year Marist 
Soccer has enjoyed. We fielded 4 teams; Open 
Primary, U/13, U/14 and U/15. Emerging as the most 
successful boys' sport, a total of seven trophies were 
collected throughout the year. These were the U/15 
and U/13 teams Endeavours which included U/15 
Sam Patterson and Roadways Six-A-Side, the Knock 
Out Cup, and Runners-up in the Coastal Roster 
Competition. 
The U/13 team won the Sam Patterson and Roadways 
Six-A-Side, the Knock-Out Cup, the Coastal Roster 
and Runners-Up at the State Championships. 
Another successful aspect of soccer was the number 
of individual achievements. 
M.R.C. was represented in the State U/15 team by 
Neville Diprose and Damien Lavelle who was the 
Captain. 
In the North-West U/14 team Jeff Castles, Paul Lovric 
and William Podreka were selected, with William as 
Captain. Jeffrey Castles, David Bradford and John 
Reid were in the North-West U/15 side. Seven of our 
U /15 players were selected in the Western Soccer 
Team. 
The Under 14 and open Primary teams were rela
tively quiet but showing great promise for the future. 
Our thanks to the coaches, Mr J. Castles, Mr Noble, 
Mr Bird, Mr J . Kay and Bro. Moore without whose 
help there would have been no soccer season at all. 

Tomislav Podreka 

Under 13 Soccer 

Marist had a tremendous season in 1982. At the end of 
the roster we had lost only two matches, (both against 
under 14 sides) and finished on top of the ladder. In 
the Knock-Out Cup we lost only one game and 
defeated Burnie High School 1-0 in the Grand Final. 
This win took the team into the Coastal champion
ships in which we defeated Devonport High School 8-0 
in the final. In the State Championship which followed 
we played Riverside High School in Launceston. 
Marist took an early lead with goals from David 
Berridge and John White. However, Riverside fought 
back to make the scores 2 all at full time. During 
extra time the opposition scored from a penalty and 
won 3-2. 
In the Six-a-side Competition Marist won all six 
matches. 
Throughout the year we had great coaching from Mr 
K~n Bird and the support of the parents of all the 
players. 
On behalf of the team, we would like to say, thank 
you. 

HOME FURNISHERS 
BURNIE, 
DEVONPORT and ULVERSTONE 

Terry Whitwam 
David Mevissen 
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GIRLS HOCKEY 1982 
1982 saw many interested and determined girls 
combine to make up three hockey teams. 

Congratulations must go to M.R .C. 2 for winning their 
division and also to M.R.C . 3 who finished second in 
their division. Although M.R.C. 1 did not have a very 
successful season we enjoyed playing together as a 
team. This resulted with our standard and team play 
improving tremendously towards the end of the 
season. 
Special thanks must go to the coaches, Trudy 
Chatwin, Mrs Harvey, Mrs Viney and Mrs Taylor who 
persevered with the teams and dedicated their 
precious time and effort towards girls hockey at 
Marist this year. 

I would also like to thank all girls who participated in 
Marist hockey teams and for their good sportsman
ship throughout the season even in the most trying 
and disappointing matches 

Lynette Sheehan year 10 

HOCKEY (Boys) 

This year Marist fielded an Open Hockey team and 
Year 6 six-a-side team only. The Open Team had a 
wide age spread. Year 7 up to First Year Matric 
students were in the same team and this put us at a 
disadvantage as the teams we played against con
sisted of Year 9 and 10 students. 

We played fairly well during this season, ending up 
third on the ladder and due to a good performance in 
the semi and preliminary final, we made it to the 
grand final. In the grand final we played Burnie High 
and after full time the scores were one-all. Even after 
playing half an hour of extra time the scores were still 
unchanged. It was then announced that a replay 
would be played the next day. 

The same thing happened in the replay with both 
teams being very equal and after extra time the 
scores were again one all. The final was then decided 
by sudden death hit-offs , both teams taking five 
penalty strokes. Burnie High converted two but we 
could only manage one. Congratulations to the team 
for trying so hard all year and finishing runners-up. 
Thanks to Gerry Barwick for coaching us throughout 
the season. Hopefully, we can win the premiership 
next year to make amends for our defeat this year. 

David Berechree 

Senior Boys Hock ey. 
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Open Primary Soccer. 

M.R.C. 2 HOCKE Y GIRLS 
Front ( L. toR.): K. Vogel , G. O'Rourke, C. Munro, K. Forrest, A. 
Johns, L. Cains. Back (L . toR. ): Mrs S. Viney , T. Johns, E . J ones, 

M. Castles , E. Ander son, J . Delanty, S. J acques, Mrs J. Har vey. 

G RADE 6 HOCKE Y GIRLS 
Front row: (L. to R.) V. Boxhall . S. Davey, E. Delanty , M. Flack, K. 
Donovan, R. House. Back row : C. Chatwin, K. French, C. Lee, L. 

Guest , R . Whitehead , N . Ada ms , K. White . 

Manufacturers of choicest 
Meadowlea Butter 
Ringarooma Butter 
Duck River Butter and 
Tasty Table Cape Cheese 

Casein 
Milk Powder 
Dairy Made Products 



SENIOR FOOTBALL 

The Senior side was a young, small side, with 31 
players used at some time during the season. Of 
these, 19 were from Grades 9 and 10, with some 
promising performances by Paul Winduss, Phillip 
Johns and Shaun Probert from Grade 9. 
The season began with the Statewide roster where we 
lost to Friends by 5 points, drew with Dominic, kept 
up with Hutchins till the final quarter and were 
thrashed by State Premiers, St. Virgil's by 40 goals. 
In the Northern roster, we had two wins against 
Scotch/Oakburn, one win and one loss against Gram
mar, and lost by 53 and 89 points to Northern 
premiers, St. Pat's, which were the smallest winning 
margins by St. Pat's during the season. 
At the conclusion of the season, Paul Viney, Darren 
West, David Benson, Tim Bevilacqua, Rohan 
Robertson, Gary Shiell and Jeremy O'Rourke had the 
honour of being chosen in the N.T.I.S.S.A. football 
team. This is the first year this team has been formed 
and was played as a curtain raiser to the State Final. 
Special congratulations go to Paul Viney who was 
elected vice-captain of the team and Tim Bevilacqua, 
David Benson and Darren West who were among the 
best players. 
Trophy winners for the year were: Paul Viney- best 
and fairest, Jeremy O'Rourke - runner-up best and 
fairest, David Benson - best utility player and 
Darren West- most determined player. 
The team wishes to thank Mr Bevilacqua for his 
enthusiasm and coaching during the year, Mr 
McKeown for giving up each Saturday to be our 
manager, Mr F. Grieve, Brett and Scott Whiteroad, 
Matthew Redmond, John Shiell, and the faithful 
group of supporters who cheered us on to greater 
efforts. 

Garry Shiell 

SENIOR FOOTBALL 
First row: (L. toR .) J . O'Rourke, S. Pearce, D. Jackson, G. Shiell 
(d.v .c.), D. Benson (c), S. Bevilacqua (v .. c. ), M. Hensby, P. Benson. 
Second row: P. Bevilacqua (coach) , P . Wmduss, S. Probert, D. West, 
M . Gale, T. Bevilacqua, M . Schmidt, D. Huang, C. Redmond. Back 
row: R. Jordan, M. Cox, S. French, P. Viney, M . Clarke, S. Barker, 

P . Clark, D. Cooley, n. Robertson. 

This page comes to you with the compliments of 
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SCHOOL CERTIFICATE FOOTBALL 

We scored our sixth succssive Premiership this year, 
defeating Wynyard High School by more than 50 
points in the Grand Final. 
There was a squad of 29 who contributed regularly 
throughout the season and with injuries and pro
motion this enabled each person's football skills to 
develop. 
Congratulations to the team on its Premiership and 
spirit during the season, also to John Webb, our 
captain, and Shaun Woodfield, who was runner-up for 
the Association Best and Fairest Award. 

Stephen Randell 

YEAR 6 FOOTBALL 

25 boys enjoyed a 15-a-side Modified Rules Football 
programme during Second Term. 
By playing so many boys, it is hoped to increase the 
general level of football skills in the school, thus 
giving more people the opportunity to play success
fully in later years. 

We won 6 out of 9 games. Enjoyed them all, and 
formed an admirable level of teamwork in later 
games. 

Congratulations to all on their enthusiasm and 
improvement, and especially to our captain, Paul 
Griffiths. 

Stephen Randell 

SCHOOLS BOARD FOOTBALL 
Front row: (L. toR.) M. Redmond, C. Prouse, S. Bird, J. Webb (c), 
B. Whiteroad, D. Rocher. Second row: S. Whiteroad, G. Duggan, M . 
Lean,- I. Walker, P. Bradford, P . Hiscutt, T. O'Rourke. Third row: S. 
Woodfield (v.c .), H. Boyd, R . Hamilton, G. Barron, T. Smith, S. 
Probert. Back row: C. Cumming, S. Hanlon, P. Clark. S. Birchall. 

Seniors* time. 

For THE VERY BEST e Top quality fruit 
• Fresh vegetables daily 
• Efficient family service 
• Oriental Cuisine requirements 
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MRC I NETBALL 
From left: J. Fletcher, A. Sheperdson, R. Bond, J. Kuys, M. Ryan, 

S. Freeman, L . Cox. 

MRC 11 NETBALL 
Front row: S. Ryan, L. Wicks, A. McNamara, A. McMahan. Back 

row : J . Woodcock, F. Calvert, A. Fava, C. Duggan. 

H.S.C. NETBALL TEAM 
From left: M. Ahearn, M. Dean, V. Clark, C. Clarke, J. Sides, A. 

Neilson, K. Davey . Absent: N. Diprose. 

This pa~e comes to you with the compliments of 
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NETBALL 

The 1982 Netball season began with a high level of 
enthusiasm and determination shown by all girls. 
This level of high spirit carried on into the games and 
was apparent, as we won most of the games in the 1st 
rounds. All girls were playing well together as teams. 
But at the end of the season we unfortunately had only 
4 premiership teams. MRC 2, 4, 5 and 8 and one 
runner-up. MRC 1 made the grand final unfortunately 
defeated by 4 goals. 
Although the season was not as successful as one 
might have hoped it was thoroughly enjoyed by all 
members of the various teams, both senior and 
junior. 
Fortunately we were more successsful with individual 
achievements. They were as follows: 

A Grade 
PJayer of the grade award - Jacqui Fletcher. 
A2 - Best and Fairest - Jackie Woodcock. 
A2- Best and Fairest runner up - Fiona Calvert. 
A3 - Best and Fairest - Alison Clarke . 
Bl - Best and Fairest-runner up - Elizabeth 
O'Donahue. 
B2 - Best and Fairest and Player of the Grade -
Carolyn Butler. 
B2- Best and Fairest-runner up- Gabrielle Ahearn . 
B4 - Best and Fairest - Cresley Wheeler. 
C - Best and Fairest-runner up - Karen Wicks. 

We wish to thank the many fine coaches who have 
dedicated their precious time and effort for our 
teams. And we would also like to thank all participat
ing girls for showing good sportsmanship even in the 
most disappointing losses throughout the season. 

Jacqui Fletcher 
Anne Shepherdson 

Marist fielded one team in the Burnie Women's 
Netball Roster and enjoyed the season tremendously. 
Our team was very slow off the mark and had a string 
of losses before the first win. The series of losses then 
changed to a series of wins and we had four victories 
in a row to bring us to the end of the season. 

The team is very grateful to Mrs L. Berric;lge for her 
coaching and friendship towards us over the season, 
unfortunately we did not make the finals but there is 
always next year! 

Chree Clarke 
Kristin Davey 

GRADE6NETBALLANDSOFTBALL 

On alternate Thursday afternoons Grade 6 girls 
ventured onto the netball courts in winter and softball 
diamonds during third term for games against 
Brooklyn, Burnie, Cooee, Acton and Upper Burnie 
Primary Schools. Because of the enthusiasm shown 
by the girls, players were rotated each week so that 
as many players as possible had the opportunity to 
meet and play against a visiting school. The netball 
team s managed to win nearly all their games and 
improved tremendously during the season. As Kalori 
goes to print we are hoping the same enjoyment will 
be gained from the softball roster. 

TV, Radio, CB & Digital, etc . 
Domestic & Commercial. 
35 Main Road, Wivenhoe 

Telephone 
31 2560 



MRC Ill NETBALL 
Back: M. Stewart, A. Berridge. Centre: A. Clarke, A. Matejevic, K. 

Williams. Front: E. Gibbons, C. Jacques. 

MRC 4 NETBALL 
From left: M. Walker, J . Treloggen, J. House, M. Van de Pol, E. 

O'Donohue, S. Hiscutt, S. McNamara, Mrs M. Clark (coach). 

MRC 5 NETBALL 
Back left: S. Graves, C. Butler. Centre left: T. Giani, A. Hoare, G. 

Verrill . Front centre: J. Ahearn, B. Alexander, M. Trethewie. 

MRC 6 NETBALL 
From left: P. Johnstone, S. Bourke, W. Heald, L. Whitehead, M. 

O'Toole, M. Brownrigg, G. Ahearn. 

MRC 7 NETBALL 
From Left: L. Chatwin, A. Grzinic, K. Cabanovich, M. Jones, T. 

:Aampson, R. Townsend, T. Roles . 

MRC 8 NETBALL 
From left: L. Alexander, D. Bourke, S. Maguire, D. Gateric, L. 

Beaven, K. Hofer, P. Calvert. 

This page comes to you 
with the compliments of ® I 

-
Bass Bakery Pty. Ltd. 
"BAKING GOOD THINGS BETIER" 

58 Bass Highway, Cooee 
53 Steele Street, Devonport 

Serving the whole of the North West and West Coast area 

Inquiries: Telephone 31 1377 and 24 1741 
~ 
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MRC 9 NETBALL 
Front row: (left to right) , C. Wheeler, A. Graham, L. Maloney, R. 

Jones. Back row: V. Griffiths, C. Wilson, L. Butler. 

MRC 10 Netball 
Left to Right: N. Hall, J . Kuys, K. Malone, K. Heald, J. Bessell, K. 

Wicks , T. Redmond. 

MRC 11 NETBALL 
From left: C. Ballot, L. Girdauskas, C. Barnard, N. Thorp, T. Arnold, 

J. Butler, L. Walker, C. Huang, J. McKeown. 

SENIOR SOFTBALL 

Teams have been fielded in "A" grade and two year 
eight teams in "B" grade. The "A" grade team 
continues to be very strong after its Premiership win 
in "A" Reserve in 1981. Mrs Aileen Donohue has 
continued to coach the team for 1982, with Miss K. 
Staunton as manageress. Already the team has had 
excellent victories and hopefully a grand final at the 
end of November. 

The "B" grade teams under Mrs Fletcher and outside 
coach, Mrs Snooks, have begun the season enthusi
astically and have already shown improvement in 
skills and team work. 

JUNIOR SOFTBALL 

Marist has two teams in "C" grade being coached by 
Miss D. Williams and Alison King. With such enthusi
asm and interest shown in grade 7 Bro. Moore's help 
has also been required as a manager. All looks good 
for Marist Softball in the future. 

A Grade Sortball 
Left to Right: K. Speglic, J . Hart, C. Duggan, R. Christofi, J. 
Woodcock, L. Sheehan, A. Shepherdson, K. White, J . Fletcher , G. 

Verrill. 

SQUASH 

Carole Redman, Dean Waldhauser, Grant Redman 
and Jeffrey Woods participated as our team in the 
High School's Squash Competition run by 'Healthglo' 
in second term. 

Carole and Grant had the honour to be selected in the 
Tasmanian junior Squash Team which played in 
Sydney during August holidays . They were both 
instrumental in taking our team to the grand final but 
we were unlucky to be defeated by Burnie High 
School. 
Thanks must go to the individual efforts made by 
these team members and for the interest and 
assistance shown by the organisers of the roster. 

This page comes to you 
with the compliments of FARIVIERS 

LIMITED 
Burnie, Zeehan, Tullah 

STOCKISTS FOR 
MARIST COLLEGE UNIFORMS 
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BOYS ATHLETIC TEAM 

This year 's N.T.I.S .S.A. athletic carnival saw St Pat's 
vie for first position while Marist and Scotch-Oakburn 
were locked in an enthralling battle for third place. At 
the finish we were edged out by 31J2 points . 
Some excellent performances came from Paul Viney 
(1st U/16 hurdles , 2nd U/16 triple jump, 3rd U/16 200 
metres, 3rd U/16 high jump), David Huang (2nd open 
lOO metres, 2nd open long jump), Neville Diprose 
(record U/ 14 javelin, 3rd U/16 javelin). 
In the open 5000 m a brilliant last minute burst by 
Chris Cumming (U/15) took the event, while Matthew 
Davey, who competes in the U/13 age group, finished 
a fine third. 
Special mention must be made of those boys who were 
put in events in which they were unsure of their 
capabilities, and who, although meeting with only 
moderate success, competed wholeheartedly and with 
an enthusiasm that was a credit to the school. 
Both teams looked forward to the following Saturday 
with an eagerness to improve their placings in the 
State athletics. Just after the buses had left for 
Launceston the organisers notified the College that 
because of heavy rain the competition was cancelled. 
Buses were duly apprehended by the police and 
turned back close to Devonport. 
Many thanks to Mr Lakeland who put endless hours in 
to training the squad with some assistance from 
Garry Wescombe. 

David Huang 

Grade 6 Netballers. 

GIRLS' ATHLETIC TEAM REPORT 

This year the Northern Independent Schools' Ath
letics Carnival was once again held at St. Patrick's 
College. Our performance overall was quite good, 
with many unexpected but pleasant surprises . On 
October 9 many records fell in both track and field. 
Carol Fletcher performed extremely well creating 
two records along with Lynette Anderson who broke 
one record . Carol in the U/13 long jump and hurdles, 
Lynette in the 1500 m which was a new event for this 
age group and in the 800 m in which she came second. 
Caroline Butler ran extremely well. In the U/16 800 m 
she took six seconds off the old record. Well done 
Caroline! 
We are all very grateful to Miss Dwyer, Miss Gray, 
Miss Heather Innes and all other P .E. teachers' help 
in training, which at times we thought would kill us 
with what they described as "a nice easy run"! If we 
were not running at our best we were definitely fit. 
We would also like to thank all those who acted as 
officials. 
After three years of travelling to the Domain Centre 
in Hobart for this competition it was decided to hold 
the meeting at York Park in 1982. Unfortunately, due 
to the inclement weather and the slippery condition of 
the ground these did not eventuate. After the hours of 
training and dedication by team members this was 
very disappointing and special thanks must go to the 
students and coaches for the time and effort during 
these five weeks of Third Term. 

Kristin Davey 

Grade 6 Boys Hockey Team. 

FUN RUN 

On Sunday 18th April, fourteen students accompanied 
by Miss Dwyer headed to Penguin to take part in the 
Penguin to Ulverstone Fun Run along the old coastal 
highway. After being issued with complimentary 
singlets the group set off almost inconspicuous among 
the mass of competitors. Being quite a hot day the 
drinks along the way were welcomed and all the team 
managed to make it safely to the Ulverstone Show
grounds within the time limit. First home from the 
group was Matthew Davey followed by Carolyne 
Butler, Lynette Anderson, Andrew Butler, with Miss 
Dwyer being outsprinted to the line by Jason Boyd. 
Congratulations to all runners on their effort and for 
their contribution to raising money for local charities. 

This page is brought 
to you by LORDS the Family Jeweller 

Mount St, end of Burnie Plaza- Ph. 31 1531 
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NORTH-WEST SCHOOLGIRLS' NETBALL 
TOURNAMENT 

The final event which finished our netball season was 
the V on Bibra Netball Carnival. A team comprising of 
the No. 1 team along with one other player was chosen 
and we trained continuously for the two weeks after 
the Saturday morning finals finished . After losing this 
grand final against Parklands High School, we were 
quite determined that we could win this grand final. 

Our first game on Saturday was against Ulverstone 
High School and we had a convincing win against 
them. Unfortunately in this game, Jackie Woodcock 
sprained her ankle, which put her out for the rest of 
the carnival. We also had good wins over Penguin 
High and Murray High. So at the conclusion of the 
Saturday night matches, we hadn't lost a match and 
were confident of doing well on the final day. Our first 
match on Sunday morning was against Latrobe High 
School and we beat them . Our next game was against 
a very strong Devonport High School. They proved to 
be too talented for us, giving us our first loss for the 
carnival. 

We then played a good match against Burnie High, 
having a convincing win. Our Semi-Final was against 
Reece High and this win put us in the Preliminary 
Final. This was the most exciting match, and a win 
we had to play our hardest for. ' 

Smithton had previously been unbeaten and were 
very confident about this match as well, but we 
proved to be the best this time. 

NORTH·WEST SCHOOLGIRLS TOURNAMENT TEAM 
From bottom: J . Kuys, R. Bond, J . Woodcock, M. Ryan, A. 

Sheperdson, L. Cox, J. Fletcher. 

Staffv. Students Touch Football. 

This page comes to you with the compliments of 
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In the other Preliminary Final, Devonport and 
Parklands played three extra times to decide the 
finalist. In the end Devonport came out on top and we 
knew they were a hard team to beat. But we went in 
confident, remembering previous finals we had lost. 
At quarter.time, we were leading by two goals . Every 
mistake meant a goal to the other team, and the 
pressure was really on us. We went to a five goal lead 
at half time and we were determined to keep this lead. 
But the third quarter " blues" that we have experi
enced before, got the best of us . At three-quarter 
time, Devonport had taken the lead. By the end of the 
game the score was 29-18 in Devonport's favour . 
Although we were disappointed to lose our final , it 
was in many ways a great success. Raylene Bond 
received the award for the highest goal average an 
Jacqui Fletcher received the best and fairest award 
for our division. Both girls were a real credit to our 
team. 

Our success must be due to our coach, Mrs Yvonne 
Bird, who gave a great deal of time, effort and 
patience to our team, and shared our disappointments 
and achievements with us. 

As this has been the final year of playing in 
schoolgirls netball for us and other Year 10s, it is 
hoped that many of the players will continue with 
netball in the future, and increase their standards to 
the best of their ability. 

SPORT 

All students of M.R.C. have the opportunity to become 
involved in a sporting activity in their own time and 
of belonging to a team in their chosen sport. During 
1982 the college had students playing in twelve netball 
teams, 3 girls hockey teams, five softball as well as 
volleyball, cricket, squash, tennis and badminton. 
Boys teams catered for football, soccer, hockey, 
cricket, tennis, volleyball, and squash. The college 
also fielded representative teams in swimming and 
athletics. 

These teams participated in trainings and matches 
either after school or on Saturdays playing against 
the local High Schools or the Independent Schools of 
Northern and Southern Tasmania . 

More than half the school population would have 
belonged to a college team throughout the year. This 
is an excellent representation and even more students 
should be encouraged to take part in the future . 

Thank you must be extended to all those staff , 
parents, ex students and friends who so willingly gave 
their assistance and valuable time in coaching and 
umpiring these teams . 

Trading as BURNIE CLEANING SERVICE 
P.O. Box 501, Burnie · Telephone 37 2888 · P.O. Box 162, Penguin 

For cleaning offices, windows, venetian blinds, etc. 
We also offer a new dry scrubbing and shampooing of carpet leaving carpet almost dry by efficient suction method 
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SPORTS PRIZE LIST 
SPORTS PRIZES 

1981 

The Davis Cup - Blue Ribbon Trophy - Lyndon 
Jago. 
The Sister Bridgeman Cup- Blue Ribbon Trophy
Tricia Viney. 
The Champion House - Bass - (Margaret 
O'Rourke/Alfons Van de Pol). 

TENNIS 

Best Team Player -
Senior NTISSA Team (Boy) - Danny O'Rourke. 
Senior Girls Award - Annette Gora. 

SWIMMING 

Senior Champion (Boy) - Steven Matic. 
Senior Champion (Girl) - Margaret O'Rourke. 
Grieve Family Trophy-
Outstanding performance in an Aquatic Sport (Boy) 
- Craig Sweeney. 
Margieson Family Trophy-
Outstanding performance in Swimming (Girl) -
Kellie Stewart. 

SOFTBALL 

Best and Fairest Team 1 - Chree Clarke. 

SOCCER 

Best Team Player U/14 - William Podreka. 

NETBALL 

Best and Fairest M.C.C. 1 - Tricia Viney. 
Best and Fairest M.R.C. 1 - Linda Hayes. 

HOCKEY (Girls) 

Best and Fairest - Senior Team - Anne Marie 
Munro. 

HOCKEY (Boys) 

Best and Fairest - Senior Team - Lyndon Jago. 

This page comes to you with the compliments of 
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FOOTBALL 
Wynyard Football Club Trophy -
Best and Fairest - Brent Plant. 
L.L. Miller Trophy -
Most Improved - Michael Shepherdson. 
Berechree Family Trophy -
Runner-up Best and Fairest- Marc Licandro. 
Coughlan Trophy -
Most Determined - Danny O'Rourke. 

CRICKET (Boys) 
Best All Rounder- Anthony Mapley. 
Best Batting Average- Lyndon Jago. 
Best Bowling Average- Anthony Mapley. 

CRICKET (Girls) 
Best Team Player - Sally Freeman. 

ATHLETICS 
Stokell Cup -
Senior Athletics Champion (Boy) - Lyndon Jago, 
Hayward Cup -
Senior Athletics Champion (Girl) - J ackie 
McKeown. 
Guest Cup-
Open Sprint Champion (Boy) -Lee Rocher. 
Burford Trophy-
Open Sprint Champion (Girl) - Tricia Viney. 
The Lynne Price Trophy -
Best Senior Performance (Girl) - Chree Clarke. 
M.R.C. Trophy -

·Best Senior Performance (Boy) - Tom Podreka. 
M.R.C. Trophy -
Best Junior Performance (Boy) - Damien Rocher. 
Kramer Trophy -
Best Junior Performance (Girl) - Lynette Anderson. 

BOYS VOLLEYBALL 
Front row: N. Oiprose, M. Cox, S. Campbell, S. Bertino. Back row: 

T. Nielson, A. French, M. Baker, M. Johnson. 

Specialists in Frozen Foods 
Devon port - Phone 24 6033 
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GRADE JOB Teacher: Fr Burke 
Front Row: (L toR): Katie White, Zorica Cobanovich, Ann Shepherdson, Kim Speglic , Anne McMahon, Jackie Woodcock, Catherine Allen, 
Philomena Chong . Second Row: Tim Matthews, Tania Giani, Raylene Bond, Jennifer Lamprey, Louise O'Donahue, P au la Kirkpa trick, Robyn 
Backhouse, Matthew Redmond. Third Row: Scott Bird, Michael Lean, Michael Schmidt, Jacinta Kuys, Pierre Bouic, Shaun Woodfield. Fourth 

Row: Tim O'Rourke, Thomas Heath. Grant Barron, John Webb. 

GRADE JOF Teacher: Mrs. Fritz 
Front Row: (L toR): Lyndie Butler, Jacqui Fletcher, Louise Owen, Jane Bloomfield, Joanne Pigott, Carmel Butterworth, Sharon McNamara, 
Kristin Dunn. Second Row: Philip Hampson, Maree Waiters, Fiona Calvert, Alana Fava, Joanne Hart, Martha Ryan, Sharlene Cox, David Hope. 
Third Row : Royce Webster , Jason Boyd, Darren West, Andrew Bradford, Paul Viney, Michael Gale, Scott Pearce, Denis Neilson, Chris Carter. 
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GRADE lOL Teacher: Mrs. Joan Lean 
Front Row : (L toR): Mary Cooney, Bernadette Alexander, Lis a Parker, Sue Ash worth, Jodie Davey, Ruth Baker, Anne Hoare, Jane Ahearn. 
Second Row : Gay Conroy, Sally Freeman, Maria Raspin, Barbara Bonney, Carmel Duggan, Rosanna Christofi, Ruth Mackenzie, Patricia Cute. 
Third Row : Vincent Parry, Hiran Selvadurai, Michael Grubits, Darren Douglas, Simon French, Dean Waldhauser, Paul Hiscutt, Nigel Donnelly, 

Leigh Butler. 

MAltST REGIONAL 

C:OUfOE 

IUlNtf 

"' J 

GRADE lOM Teacher: Mr. M. McKeown 
Front Row : (L toR) : Carolyn Butler, Anne-Maree Jones, Lauren Wicks, Leannda Cox, Kim Schneiders, M aria Fletcher, Gillian Verrill, Sandra 
Graves. Second Row: Colin Prouse, Deanne Simek, Jenny Eglington, M aria Trethewie, Jody Ferran, Andrea Heald, Joyce Cook, Brett Whiteroad. 
Third Row : Kent Walsh, Brad Watts, Eric Buis, Carol Walker, Tim Bevilacqua, Rory Hamilton, Darren Beard. Fourth Row: James Streets, Tiro 

Smith, Martin Clarke, Stephen Hanlon. 
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MAIISf REGIONAL 

COlUGI 

IUINII 

lfU 

01401 • , • 

GRADE 9F Teacher : Mr Terry Flood 
Front Row: (L toR) : Carole Redman, Lisa Flack, Sharon Bourke, Jane Inglis , Terry Flood, Therese Alexander, Angela Hanson, Alison Kay, 
Tania Fullgrabe. Second Row: Graham Sykes, Sharon White, Donna Bakes, Jane Treloggen, Elizabeth O'Donnogue, Sarah Ryan, Stefanie Kelly, 
Anthony Cornish. Third Row: Geoff Woods, Shane Bertino, Phillip Crisp, Heath Boyd, Paul Clarke, Stuart Birchall, Michael Lehman, Michael 

Hanlon, Tod Malone. Fourth Row: Paul Winduss, David Edwards, Michael Cox, John Reid , Paul Bradford, Mark Littler, Gavin McShane. 

MAII$T REGIONAl 

COHIGE 

tUtNif 

lfiZ 

GRADE 9G Teacher: Ms. Sue Gray 
Front Row: (L toR): Sue Johnson, Tina Hampson, Dianne Riddiford, Patricia Giani, Andrea McNamara, Roslyn Townsend, Michelle Walker, 
Gabrielle Ahearn. Second Row: Shane Harvey, Anthony Malone, Michelle O'Toole, Lorise Whitehead, Emily Blizzard, Denise Saward, Brendon 
Gale, Scot Whiteroad. Third Row: Tony Neilson, Robert Wilson, Gerard Williams, David French, Christopher Cumming, Damien Lavelle, Brent 
Marshall, Mark Baker. Fourth Row : Paul Shepherdson, Lynton Alderson, Stuart Cameron, Shane Barker, Jeffrey Castles, William King, Neville 

Diprose. 
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GRADE 9N Teacher: Mr John Nes 
Front Row: (L to R): Petrina Johnstone, Kellie Stew art, Mar a Schneiders, Susan Hiscutt, Angela Rothwell, Michelle Lord, Anita Grzinic, 
Elizabeth Rigney. Second Row : Dean Butterworth, Andrew Hyland, Katrina Heazlewood, Helena Rimmelzwaan, April Barnard, Katarina 
Cobanovich, Timothy Bomford, Justin Forrest. Third Row: Scott Marsden, Mark Kusnezov, Mark Lehman, Paul Mapley, Shaun Probert, Damien 

Rocher, Peter Benson. Fourth Row: Gregory Redman, Geoffrey Costello, David Parker, David Mevissen, Gary Cute, Craig Chapman. 

MAUST UGIONAL 

COllEGE 

IU.NIE 

lfU 

GRADE 9S Teacher: Miss K. Staunton 
Front Row: (L toR): Tracy Roles, Sandra Dodd, Marina Brownrigg, M aria Jones, Wendy Heald, Jayne Kiely, Lorinne Chatwin, Fiona Dick. 
Second Row: Jonathan Cahill, Karen White, Helen Creek, Marianne Van de Pol, Jeannette House, Karen Reynolds, Keiryn Bennett, Andrew 
Parker. Third Row: Karlo Gateric, Ricky Sweeney, Ian Walker, David Jackson, Darren Elphinstone, Kevin Whitwam, Simon Campbell. Fourth 
Row: Steven Pearce, Damien Courtney, William Podreka, Dougal Topping, Nicholas Duff, Michael Duniam, Jamie Walsh, Andrew Verill. 

Absent: Garry Short. 
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MARIST REGIONAL 

COUlGE 

, lURNIE 

'" l 
GlADE· t J 

GRADE SJ Teacher: Mrs. Denise Brown 
Front Row: (L to R): Phillipa Calvert, Christine Lunn, Donna Bourke, Carole Fletcher, Angela Matijevic, Cresley Wheeler, Sus an McKenna, 
Lisa Eglington. Second Row: Gerald Butler, Jodie Baxter, Amanda Berridge, Giovanna Christofi, Rebekah Bagley, Lynette Anderson, Tracey 
Bligh, Martin Viney. Third Row: Philip Walker, Stephen Tabart, Beppi Licandro, Leighton Anderson, Doris Gataric, Pierre De Laine, Shane 

Kirkland, Matthew Davey. Absent: Tania Cox, Michael Sheehan, Phillip Last, Kathy Santalab. 

GRADE 81\1 Teacher: 1\lr. 1\1. 1\leghan 
Front Row: (L toR): Rosemary Jones, Therese Tatlow, Lynn Martin, Mandy Nicholson, Susan Waldhauser , Darlene You!, Jodie Hudson, Shelley 
Hennessy . Second Row: Bryan Birchall, Chris Bond, Estelle Gibboows, Bridget Ballot, Catherine Jacques, Kim Williams, Anthony Gameau, 
Phillip Cooke. Third Row: Karen Chadman, Helen Catchpole, Nicholas Bradford, Jenny O'Connell, Geoff Oakes, Leanne Abblit, Katie O'Rourke. 

Fourth Row: Philip Reid, Alan Townsend, Tim Trethewie, Craig Shiell, Mark Hanson. 
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MARIST UGIONAL 

COLLEGE 

IUINIE 

lfll 

GRADE 8V Teacher: Mrs S. Viney 
Front Row: (L toR): Mandy Graham, Juanita Oliver, Vicki Huddlestone, Katheryn Prenter, Madeleine Asher, Pauline Whatley, Lis a Alexander, 
Celena Simpson. Second Row: Terry Howard, Paul Gardner, Melissa Stewart, Joy Grieve, Lynda Beaven, Neridene Malone, Dion Wilson, 
Matthew Owen. Third Row: Andrew Stolp, Paul Lovric, Brett Cumming, Phillip Johns, Steven Streets, Joseph Grzinic, Shane James. Fourth 

Row: Philip 'McMahon, Matthew Johnson, James Lane, Paul Kelly, Andr.ew Woodcock. 

MARIST REGIONAL 

COLLEGE 

IURNIE 

'" 1 
GRADE· I W 

GRADE SW Teacher: Mrs J. Woodcock 
Front Row: (L toR): Deearn Charwin, Kieran Hofer, Vanessa Griffiths, Laurelle Butler, Cindy Wilson, Allison Clarke, Suzette Maguire, Shelley 
Hampson, Leanda Maloney. Second Row: Chris Webb, Richard Jones, Justin Delanty, Peter O'Sullivan, Jamie Fahey, Richard O'Reilly, Matthew 

Noble, Greg Stubbs, Dwayne Wescombe. Third Row: John Groom, Gerald Duggan, Anthony Buis, Daniel Mollema , Grant Redman. 
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GRADE 7A Teacher : Sr. Alleen 
Front Row: (L to R): Catherine Munro, Shelley Malone, Kelly Roles , Priscilla Hudson, Sonja Hind, Wendy Bourke, Kathryn Forrest, Gina 
O'Rourke. Second Row: Rodney Cornish, Leesa Cox, Carolyn Murphy, Frances Crisp, Karen Wicks, Tania Johns, Jennifer White, Jason Pearce. 
Third Row: Gerard Brownrigg, David Platts, Vincent DeJantis, Matthew Fisher, Elizabeth Anderson, Andrew King, Nicholas Rossetto, Mark 
Chesnik, Damien Harvey. Fourth Row: Dean Rigney, Kerry Dodd, Anthony Smith, Trevor Halliday, Tony Stevens, Daymon Boyd, Dion 

Anderson . 

GRADE 7G Teacher: Fr. Gallagher 
Front Row: (L toR): Sharon Neilson , Jenny Butler, Carolyn Nickols, Wendy Walsh, Karen Churchill, Genni Gaul, Heidi Willoughby, Joanne 
McKeown. Second Row: Edwin Butler, Laurie Quillerat, Jackie Bessell, Natalie Kuys, Tanya Lea man, Nicole Thorp, Phi! Bennett, Michael Dean. 
Third Row: Darren Lord, Michael Kiely , William Santalab, Natallie Hall , Nicholas Gregory, Michael Parker, Leigh White. Fourth Row : Shane 

Hewitt, Anthony Creek, James Mainwaring, John Alien, Anton Porro. 
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GRADE 7E Teacher: Mrs McMahon 
Front Row: (L toR): Andrea Johns, Lis a Walker, Kate Gaul, Rebecca O'Rourke, Cassy Luttrell, Em m a Pigott, Christine Huang, Lara Cains. 
Second Row: Peter Walker, Kirsty Vogel, Jane Delanty, Claire Ballot, Denise Wilson, Elizabeth Jones, Tania Arnold, Robert Morton. Third Row: 
Grant Cooper, Andrew Butler, Matthew Benson, Kym Turale, Andrew Kay, Kevin O'Sullivan, Adrian Leary, Phillip Hookway. Fourth Row: 

Quentin Voss, David Berridge, Greg Blair, Mark Matijevic, Grady Vincent, Paul McShane, Tim Holloway. 

GRADE 7M Teacher: Br. G. Moore 
Front Row: (L to R) : Melissa Marot, Geraldine O'Rourke, Carol Symons, Xenia Chong, Amanda O'Donahue, Lee.Anne Jones, Susan Jacques, 
Louise Conroy. Second Row: Stephen Okines, David Hanlon, Jenny King, Kirstin Heald, Therese Redmond, Chevonne Barnard, Jamie Stubbs, 
Gregory Dwyer. Third Row : Michael Cute, Terry Whitwam, Jason Faulkner, Kathryn Malone, Michael Halpin, Jeremy Marsden, Nigel Percy. 

Fourth Row: Nicholas Foster, Grant Sage, Robert Asher, Darren Mevissen. 
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GRADE 6R Teacher: Mr. S. Randell 
Front Row: (L toR): Louise Sykes, Sharon Barker, Melinda Flack, Katrina Simek, Rachel Alien , Joanne White, Suzie Parker, Sherrie Krenn. 
Second Row: Andrew Hewitt, Paul Wescombe, Christina Lee, Michelle Castles, Louise Guest, Melissa Kuys , Matthew Davey, Adrian Abell. Third 
Row: Justin Courtney, Dwayne Button, Greg Cornish, Shane Alien, Mark Leach, Stephen Fletcher, Paul Griffiths. Fourth Row: Chris Gillam, 

Andrew Halliday , Tim Raspin , Scott Williams, Justin McShane . 

GRADE 6J Teacher: Mr. J. Walsh 
Front Row: (L toR): Carolyn Bennett, Charmaine Pearson , Elizabeth Delanty, Theresa Wilson, Kim White, Andrea Kirkpatrick, Susan Butler, 
Katherine Pigott. Second Row: Marie Crossey, Katrina French, Rachel Whitehead, Nichole Adams, Tonya Green, Kathryn Bacon, Letitia 
Browne, Amanda Groenveld. Third Row: Dean Eglington, Alistair Kay. Alex Van De Pol, Richard Riley, Paul Thorp, Damon Bennett, Wayne 

Bowles. Fourth Row: Kirk Probert, Mark Munro, Shane Saltmarsh, Kerry Walker, Timothy Weldon. 
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GRADE 6W Teacher: Miss D. Williams 
Front row : (L. toR.) Stephanie Davey, Sarah Bagley, Bernadette Ward, Nicole Maguire, Jacqueline Sampson, Michelle Oakes, Claire 
Whitwam, Justine Ahearn. Second row: Rosemary House, Fiona Wheeler, Katrina Shiell, Kelli Button, Michalle Arnold, Tara 
Chamberlain, Charmaine Chatwin, David Shepherdson. Third row: Matthew Groom, Michael Green, Michael Cobbing, Bryan Palmer, 
Graeme Gifford, Jonathan Curtis, Justin Alderson, Justin Voss. Fourth row: Mark Grzinic, Matthew Clarke, Dale Treloggen, Leon 

MISTER WONDERFUL 

Who drives the bus 
without any fuss, 
and takes 'em to their destination? 
Often misses a meal, 
it's not a big deal, 
all part of the S.M. vocation. 

The machine starts to grumble, 
its insides a 'rumble; 
You pray that it's past all repair. 
He peeps in to say-
"Can you fill in your day?" ... 
Its fixed, without turning a hair. 

You 're in a bind, 
'Cos you're trying to find 
someone who's not deaf on the staff; 
Paper- you're flinging, 
all systems are ringing . .. 
He just takes line 2 with a laugh. 

Got a pie for his lunch 
but there's no time to munch 
as they pound on the door. "Is he free?" 
A pushover for kids 
You can bet all your quids, 
He'll come out and say 
"How would you be?" 

Morse, Garth Walsh. 

Happy 6R Group. 

Anonymous M.R.C. 2 Premiers. 

This page. comes to you with the compliments of 

TREVQR STOTI MACHINERY Burnie's specialists in Machinery, tool and accessories. 
Wood Lathes, Metal Lathes, Bench Drills, Saw Benches, Buzzers, Fibreglass Requirements, Matting Resins, etc. 
A new service . Complete Fibreglass repairs by qualified tradesmen - surfboards, sporting equipment, etc . 

177 Bass Highway 
COOEE 

Telephone 31 4979 
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ACADEMIC PRIZE LIST 1981 

The Marist Fathers Prize for School Leadership .... 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Lee Rocher 

The Sisters of Mercy P r ize for School Leadership .. 
. . .. ......... . .. . .. .. ...... Margaret O'Rourke 

The Frank Brady Memorial Prize for Dux of the 
College . . ......... . . . ..... . . Nalayini Selvadurai 
The W.T. Young P r ize for Science .... David Huang 
The Neville O'Neill Memorial P rize for Hum anities. 

. . ..... ........ . .............. Colleen Hamilton 
The Business Studies Prize ... .. . Catherine Mapley 
The Burnie Apex Club's Award for Citizenship ..... 
.. . .. ... . .. . Michael Churchill and Christine Hart 

H.S.C. Subject Awards 

Art ... . ...... . .......... .. . . ...... Fiona Tabart 
Accounting .... .... . . . . . . ... ... Catherine Mapley 
Australian History .. .. . ... . . . .. . .... Lyndon J ago 
Biology A . .. . . . . . .... . ... .. ..... Timothy Tabar t 
Biology B .... . ....... . .... . . Nalayini Selvadurai 
Chemistry B ... ....... .. .... . Nalayini Selvadurai 
English Literature . . ...... . . .. Nalayini Selvadurai 
Geology ........ . ...... . ..... Nalayini Selvadurai 
Religious Studies .. . ... . .... . . Nalayini Selvadurai 
Chemistry A . . ... .. . . .. .. ...... Andrew Catchpole 
Computer Studies ............. Mary-Anne Hiscutt 
Economics . .... .. . ............. Colleen Hamilton 
English Studies . . .. . . . . ...... . . . . . . David Huang 
Mathematics ............... .. . ... . David Huang 
Physics A .... . ...... .............. David Huang 
Geography .. .. . . . . .. . .. ... ... . . Claire O'Rourke 
Social Psychology ..... .. . . .. Jacqueline McKeown 

Year 10 Awards 

Humanities Prize . . . . . ... . .. ... .... . Kyle Oliver 
Lord Jewellers Public Speaking ....... Kyle Oliver 
Science Prize .... .... ....... . .. . David Berechree 

Year 10 Subject Certificates 

Art . . ..... ... . . .. . .... .... . ......... Dawn Hay 
Cooking .. .. . .... .... .............. Chree Clarke 
Commercial Practice ... . .. .. .. . . David Berechree 
Advanced Mathematics . .. . ..... . David Berechree 
Mathematics .. . .. . .... . ...... . . David Berechree 
Science .. . .. .. . . .. .... . ..... . .. David Berechree 
English . . . . ... . ... .. . . ... .. ... . . .. . Kyle Oliver 
Typing . ......... .. . . ....... .. .. . ... Kyle Oliver 
French ... .. ..... . .. . .. .. .. . Bernard Kirkpatrick 
Religious Studies . ..... . .. ... . Bernard Kirkpatrick 
Social Science .. .. ... . ..... . . Bernard Kirkpatrick 
Metalwork .. .. .. . .... ..... . . . . Jeremy O'Rourke 
Needlework . .... . ..... . ..... . . Karen Van de Pol 
Shorthand . .......... . .. . . . ....... .. Dianne King 
Technical Drawing ..... . ..... . . . Roger Matthews 
Technology ... . .. . . ... . . .... ... Athlene Donnelley 
Woodwork ... ................... . . Andrew Jones 

Year 10 Achievement Certificates 

Kyle Oliver, David Berechree , Bernard Kirkpatrick, 
Dianne Anderson, Am anda Churchill , Martin Crisp, 
Charles Hannavy , Andrew Jones, Jeremy O'Rourke , 
Alison Rigney, Deborah Vogel. 
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Year 9 Certificates 

9W Achievement ..... Jane Bloomfield, Alana F ava 
Most Improved ....... .. ..... Carmel Butterworth 
Most Diligent . . ................. . . Maree Waiters 
9S Achievement .. .... P hilomena Chong, Scott Bird 
Most Improved ........... . ........ Grant Barron 
Most Diligent .... . .. . .............. Jacinta Kuys 
9N Achievement .. . .. . ................ . .. . ... . . 
Anne-M arie J ones, Jodie Davey, Hir an Selvadurai, 
Michael Grubits 
Most Improved .. . ..... . .... . ..... Nigel Donnelly 
Most Diligent ......... ... ... . ....... Lis a Parker 
9F Achievement. .. . ......... . ... . Tim Bevilacqua 
Most Improved ....... . ........... Andrea Heald 
Most Diligent ..................... Carolyn Butler 

Year 8 Certificates 

BM Achievement ...... Shane Harvey, Tony Neilson 
Most Improved . ... ... .. ... . . ..... Tina Hampson 
Most Diligent .. . ............... Roslyn Townsend 
BJ Achievement . .. . Andrea Parker, Keiryn Bennett 
Most Improved ........ . . . ..... . . . Ka rlo Gataric 
Most Diligent ......... . . ... . . . . . . Jeanette House 
BC Achievement. . . . . . . . . Todd M alone, Sarah Ryan 
Most Improved . .. ......... . ..... Gavin McShane 
Most Diligent ..... ... . .......... . . . Donna Bakes 
BB Achievement. . . Mara Schneiders, James Groom 
Most Improved . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Michelle Lord 
Most Diligent .. .. ... . .......... . . Mark Kusnezow 

Year 7 Certificates 

7M Achievement . ... Tracey Bligh, Helen Catchpole 
Most Improved .. . ............. Shelley Hennessy 
Most Diligent . ..... ... . .. . ...... .. ... Philip Re id 
7J Achievement .. .. . . Angela O'Rourke, Joy Grieve 
Most Improved . ... .. . . .. ....... Philip McMahon 
Most Diligent .. . ..... . .... .. . . . . .. . Andrew Stolp 
7G Achievement Tamara Adams, Amanda Berridge 
Most Improved . .. ... . . .... ...... . . Martin Viney 
Most Diligent .. . ..... . .. ... .. . ... Matthew Davey 
7A Achievement. Lynette Anderson, Nicholas Tabart 
Most Improved . ........ ... .... Anthony Gameau 
Most Diligent .. ... ...... .... ... . . Estelle Gibbins 

Year 6 Certificates 

6W AchievementJacqueline Bessell, Vincent de Santis 
Most Improved .. ........ . . ..... . Phillip Bennett 
Most Diligent . . . .. . .. . ...... . ... Kevin O'Sullivan 
6R Achievement . .. Therese Redmond, Andrew Kay 
Most Improved . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Gerard Brownrigg 
Most Diligent ... .. ............. . ..... Lara Cains 
6J Achievement .... Jane Delanty, Matthew Benson 
Most Improved .. . . .. .. . ........ . . Susan Jacques 
Most Diligent ..... . ... . ............ Em m a Pigott 

THE BURNIE WINE & SPIRIT STORE & GOURMET DELICATESSEN 
62 Wilmot Street , BURNIE 
Telephone 31 3088 
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H.S.C. EXAMINATION RESULTS 1981 

1981 External F{igher School Certificate results con
tinued the high standard of past years. Congratulat
ions to all students who achieved success. Special 
mention must be made of the outstanding results 
achieved by David Huang who gained 4 credits, was 
awarded a University Entrance Scholarship, and was 
placed 21st in the State . 
Andrew Catchpole and Timothy Tabart both gained 
three credits while Nalayini Selvadurai and Colleen 
Hamilton gained two credits each. 

Overall Results 

6 subjects passed: Mary Anne Hiscutt (one credit, 5 
passes). 
5 subjects passed: Michael Churchill, Colleen 
Hamilton, Catherine Mapley, Nalayini Selvadurai, 
Fiona Tabart. 
4 subjects passed: An drew Catchpole, Michael 
Hannavy, David Huang, Lyndon Jago, Alan Johnston, 
Anthony Mapley, Jacqueline McKeown, Claire 
O'Rourke, Timothy Tabart, Anne Trethewie. 
3 subjects passed: Simon Bevilacqua, Corinne 
Costello, Anne Marie Etherington, Linda Gibson, 
Mark Hyland, Carmel Lavery, Sharon Ling, Alison 
Mackenzie, David McGrath, Joanne Neilson, 
Margaret O'Rourke, Heather Probert, Peter 
Redmond, Lee Rocher, Tricia Viney. 
2 subjects passed: Sue Alexander, David Benson, Con 
Donnelly, Anne Flack, Annette Gora, Gerard Hanson, 
Helen Lamprey. 

Matriculants 

Mary Anne Hiscutt and Nalayini Selvadurai qualified 
for matriculation in 1980. 
Year 12 students who qualified in 1981: Michael 
Churchill, Colleen Hamilton, Catherine Mapley, 
Fiona Tabart, Lyndon Jago, Alan Johnston, 
Jacqueline McKeown, Claire O'Rourke, Ann 
Trethewie, Linda Gibson, Joanne Neilson, Lee 
Rocher. 
Year 11 students who qualified in 1981: An drew 
Catchpole, Michael Hannavy, David Huang, Anthony 
Mapley, Timothy Tabart, Simon Bevilacqua. 
Further Study for 1981 exit students: Mary Anne 
Hiscutt and Nalayini Selvadurai are both studying at 
Sydney University this year; Mary Anne in the 
Veterinary Science Faculty and Nalayini in Medicine. 
Michael Churchill, Fiona Tabart are attending Uni
versity of Tasmania in Hobart. 
The T.C.A.E. in Launceston is where Mark Hyland, 
Catherine Mapley and Margaret O'Rourke are study
ing, while Magella Robertson is at the Launceston 
Maritime College. Claire O'Rourke is studying Physi
cal Education at University of W.A. and Rod 
O'Rourke has joined the Air Force. 
Two past students have recently returned to Burnie. 
David Smith (1976 Dux of College and School Captain) 
is teaching Science at Parklands High School and his 
sister Julie Smith is working as a Speech Pathologist. 

This page comes to you with the compliments of 

FOSTER'S MUSIC CENTRE 

American Rotary Exchange Student, Beth Crough who returned 
home at the end of Term 11. 

MARIST REGIONAL COLLEGE 
PARENTS' AND FRIENDS' ASSOCIATION 

Executive: President: Mr. J . Probert; 
Vice Presidents: Mr. J. Freeman, Mr. T. Lavery; 
Secretary: Mrs. A. Forrest; 
Treasurer: Mr. B. Clark. 

Once again the Association met regularly on the third 
Tuesday of each month and as in past years the 
attendance on most occasions has been disappointing. 
Father Reynolds and Sister Gabriel have attended 
our meetings and have kept us informed of school 
activities. Delegates from our Association have at
tended the meeting of the North West Regional 
Parents' and Friends' Association meetings and the 
State Conference of the Federation of Parents' and 
Friends' of Catholic Schools in Tasmania. We also 
have representatives on the College Board of Manage
ment and the Parish Council. 
The annual fete was once again our main fund raising 
event and an enjoyable "Back to School Social" was 
held early in the year. After this article has gone to 
press we have two fund raising events to be held -
the Melbourne Cup Ball in conjunction with Stella 
Maris Parents and Friends and a Fashion Parade 
organised by a parent, Mrs. M. Jackson from Mary's 
Lingerie Boutique. 
The money we have raised has been used to assist 
with the cost of the covered way at the Senior School 
and the trampoline at the Junior School. 
I would like to thank all parents who have assisted the 
Association in any way during 1982. 

Aileen Forrest, Secretary 

"THE MUSIC SPECIALISTS" 
Wilson Street, BURNIE 

Telephone 31 5409 
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UNDER 14 FOOTBALL 
Front row: (L. toR.) A. Woodcock, C. Webb, D. Wilson, P. Winduss, 
D. Jackson, B. Gale, A. Gameau, D. Wescombe. Second row: Mr R. 
Lakeland, M. Johnson, K. Gateric, S. Whiteroad, C. Shiell, J. Groom, 
J. Delanty, P. McMahon, D. Rocher. Third row: A. Townsend, P . 
Kelly, M. Cox, J. Fehay, J. Castles, D. Lavelle, P. Johns, L. 

Anderson. 

Year 8 Softball 'A' Team. 

UNDER 12 FOOTBALL 
Front: (L. to R. ) S. Fletcher, P. Griffiths (c), P. Wescombe, M. 
Groom. M. Davey, D. Eglif!gton, A. Abell. Second: V. Courtney, M. 
Cobbing, D. Button, J . McShane, M. Grzinic, M. Green, K. Probert, 
Third: M. Leach, K. Walker, A. Taylor, P. Thorp, G. Cornish, S. 

Alien. Back: S. Williams, R. Riley, T. Raspin, A. Halliday. 
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UNDER 13 FOOTBALL 
Front: (L. toR.), L. White, G. Brownrigg, M. Parker, A. Butler, J . 
Pearce, C. Bond, K. Turale. Second: N. Percy , P. Hookway, T. 
Young, M. Viney, M. Davey, M. Kiely, D. Rigney. Third: V. de 

Santis, G. Sage, P. Grieve, M. Fisher, D. Anderson, A. Kay. 

Year 7 Softball 'A' Team. 

GRADE 6 CRICKET 
Front: (L. to R. ) P. Griffiths (c ), A. Abell, W. Bowles, A. Kay, D. 
Eglington, M. Groom, J. Alderson, J. Voss. Second: Mr Randell, A . 
Taylor, M. Green, M. Griznic , K. Probert, M. Cobbing, P. Thorp, M. 
Leach. Third: K. Walker , D. Treloggen, L. Morse, R. Riley, A. 

Halliday, S. Williams, C. Geard, M. Clarke. 
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